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3723 Plaza Drive
734.761.7255

Check out the full schedule  
and register for classes at

www.bakewithzing.com

422 Detroit Street, Ann Arbor MI 48104
Deli: 734.663.3354, Next Door Café: 734.663.5282

HAnds-oN baking clASseS

 

Heirloom Harvest: 
Pickled Dinner
Wednesday, November 11 • 7pm • $45

Years ago farmers survived by sustaining their harvest 
through the coldest months. They preserved the fruits 
of their field by smoking, curing, canning, pickling, pre-
serving, and drying their meats, fruits and vegetables.  
For this special dinner, Chef Alex has crafted a menu 
which will explore the ways to enjoy flavorful, local 
produce year-round. 

East Coast Fish with Foley’s
Wednesday, December 2 @ 7pm • $45

Peter and Laura Ramsden from Foley’s Fish in Boston 
will be our guests at this dinner. The fourth generation 
to own and run Foley’s, Peter and Laura went to school 
here in Ann Arbor and were regular Zingerman’s cus-
tomers while pursuing their studies. When we were 
getting ready to open the Roadhouse six years ago, 
Foley’s was the natural choice to be our primary East 
Coast fish supplier. We’re happy to welcome them back 
to Ann Arbor to talk about about sustainable fisher-
ies and share the fresh fish they provide for our menu 
every day.

New Year’s Day Brunch
Friday, January 1 • 10am-2pm

Our special brunch menu is full of new dishes and old 
favorites to get your year off to a full-flavored start. 

New Year’s Eve Menu
Thursday, December 31 until 10pm

The Roadhouse serves up celebratory specials to mark 
the New Year. Our theme draws on our country’s past 
presidents and features dishes served at their formal 
functions alongside their unofficial favorites.

Reservations are encouraged.  734.663.3663

5th Annual African American Dinner
Selling Their Soul: The History of  
African American Street Vendors  
Tuesday, January 26 @ 7pm • $45

Adrian Miller is our special guest for the 
second year in a row. His research for a 
book on the history of soul food in America brings 
us a flavorful exploration of African American street 
vendors.

Adrian is former Special Assistant to President Clin-
ton and is currently Senior Policy Advisor to Colorado 
Governor Bill Ritter, Jr. He’s worked on the campaign 
trail in an informal role supporting Democratic ini-
tiatives, candidates and ultimately, President Barack 
Obama. His passion for food leads him to spend his 
free time as a certified barbecue judge for the Kansas 
City Barbecue Society and as a board member for the 
Southern Foodways Alliance, an organization dedi-
cated to preserving and promoting the diverse food 
cultures of the American South. 

James Beard-nominated Chef Alex Young will work 
with Adrian crafting a menu reflecting the culinary 
contributions of African American street vendors.

 

Deli TasTIngs Upstairs at the Next Door Coffee Shop 7-9pm (unless otherwise noted)

"First Tuesday" Tasting!
November 3  & December 1
5 to 6pm at 3723 Plaza Dr.

Join us monthly for no-reser-
vation-required cupping with 
Zingerman's Coffee Company man-
aging partners Allen and Steve to 
sample some new offerings, some 
old favorites, some experimen-
tal batches. Learn how to discern 
the subtle distinctions among the 
world's coffees. Call 734.929.6060 
for more info. 

Future tastings happen the first  
Tuesday of each month, 5-6pm

Free!

Creamery Tour  

Every Sunday • 2pm
 Reservations are encouraged.  

$5/person

Stop by  the Creamery 
Cheese Shop

3723 Plaza Drive in Ann Arbor or 
check us out at  

www.zingermanscreamery.com

MoZzarelLa 
ClasSes  

Every Saturday in November & December 
Noon to 2pm • $45 adv/$50 at the door 

Learn how to make fresh, handmade 
mozzarella. You'll get the know-how 

to do it in your own kitchen and 
take home a lot of cheese! Space is 

limited, so call to save a spot:

(734) 929-0500.  

Roadhouse Special Dinners are 5-course 
family-style affairs with a little history and 
a LOT of food and feature writers, chefs, and 
more from our own community and from all 

around the country. 

Book Signing and Cookie 
Tasting with Ann Pearlman
Thursday, Nov. 12 • 7pm • Free!
3711 Plaza Dr. • RSVP to 734.761.2095

Come to the first Christmas cookie 
party of the season and meet The 
Christmas Cookie Club author Ann 
Pearlman. Ann will be signing books 
and we'll be sampling the ginger 
molasses crisps, pecan butter balls, 
and chocolate mint shortbread 
cookies that we created to celebrate 
our local author's debut novel.

Buche de Noel  
Dec 16  5:30-9:30pm • $125
Dec 19  1-5pm • $125

Holiday Breads:
German stollen  
and Polish Coffeecake
Dec 18  1-5pm • $100

holiday  
clasSes 

Brush up on your baking skills  
before holiday entertaining and 

leave class with  great food to share.

Beyond Crumpets:
An Illuminating Night of Tea  
and Food Pairings

Tuesday, November 3rd • 7-9pm
$20 advance/$25 at the door

We often get the question, “what kind of tea 

would you drink with different dishes?” Come 

explore a broad range of teas paired with sweet 

and savory foods. From gourmet shortbreads 

to duck confit, there is a brave new world of 

delicious combinations that will enhance your  

entertaining and tea drinking experiences. 

Grafton Cheddar Cheese Tasting  
with Cheese Maker Rick Woods

Wednesday, November 11th, 7pm-9pm • UPND
$20 advance/$25 at the door

We’ve been hand-selecting and offering superla-

tive batches of Grafton Village’s award-winning 

cheddar for years. We felt that it was time to 

bring them out to the Deli for a special tasting of 

the entire Zingerman’s line! Cheese-maker Rick 

Woods will talk about the art and science of 

traditional cheddar cheese making, we’ll taste 

plenty of cheddar, and share some of our favor-

ite Grafton cheddar recipes. Not to be missed!

American Sweets Rendez-Vous
Tuesday, November 17th • 7-8 PM 
$20 advance/$25 at the door

We have a long tradition of great candy making 

(and eating!) in the United States. In celebra-

tion of our American sweet tooth, we’re going 

to taste six great sweets from six great states—

including our own! Our tasting road-trip will in-

clude artisan dark chocolate, creamy caramels 

and decadent bonbons.

“Save the Deli” Book  
Signing with David Sax,  
Featuring Corned Beef  
Tasting with Sy Ginsberg

Tuesday, November 24th • 5pm • FREE

Author David Sax has been on a cross-country 

mission to uncover what makes a great deli great 

and the result is his new book, Save the Deli: In 

Search of Perfect Pastrami, Crusty Rye, and the 

Heart of Jewish Delicatessen. Notes Publisher’s 

Weekly, “Sax has found a few truly outstanding 

delis [including Zingerman’s!], and not just in 

New York City—joyful moments in this otherwise 

elegiac travelogue come with the discovery of 

delicious schmaltz in Colorado, or the legendary 

smoked meats of Montreal. A helpful appendix 

includes addresses of all the delis Sax discusses 

and then some; readers in the right cities are 

sure to start planning visits straight away.” He’ll 

be joined by Sy Ginsberg (a.k.a. The guy we’ve 

been getting our corned beef from for going on 

28 years) for a celebration of Jewish traditions, 

great food, and a great read. 

Steep:  
A Tea Tasting Tradition

November 24th • 7pm
$10 advance/$15 at the door
Maximum of 8 people per tasting

The Top 28 Foods of 2009 with Ari
Tuesday, December 1st • 7pm
$30 advance/$35 at the door

Popular perennials. Obscure oddities. New foods 

we've brought in. Old ones that hit the big time. 

Our best (and worst) kept secrets. Wrap up 2009 

with Ari to taste and hear the stories of the best 

foods of the year.
(Get a jump on your holiday shoppingwith

Ari'slistof28favoritefoodsfor2009,pg.2!)

Holiday Catering Tasting  
and Gift Fair 2009

Wednesday December 9 • 4-7pm • FREE

An event to showcase all our favorite food gifts, 

from classics to curiosities, from $500 to $5, for 

loved ones or colleagues. So, stop on by, talk 

a little, taste a little. If you find something you 

like, we'll even wrap it up for you. Get a head 

start on your holiday shopping with us! 

Please call 734.663.3400  
to save a seat  

See our full schedule at  
www.zingermansdeli.com

Reserve your spot now at
734.663.FOOD(3663) or  

www.zingermansroadhouse.com

#80

#81
#82
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This is actually about the eighteenth time I’ve revised this list. Given all the good stuff we’re making, baking, brewing, cooking, serving and selling, it’s just not possible to get it all in 
here. I apologize to everyone and every product that’s not on here. What’s below isn’t perfect, but everything on the list is interesting, exceptional, and all are things I’m really eating, 
not the stuff that might be more in the headlines or taking trend watchers by storm. There are of course about fifty-six other things that I’ve thought of to add to the list while I was 
working on it, but I’ve held myself to an already long list of 28—one for each year of our Zing-existence, and one more for good luck for the 28th anniversary coming up in March. 

As always, I’m deeply appreciative of all the great people and great food we get to work with around here. It’s a lucky thing to be able to work in a world where passion, caring 
customers, smart staff members, superior suppliers and high commitment to quality are the norm all the way around. Thanks for the chance to be part of it all. 

    Happy everything!

Royal Olive Oil from Spain
Just to be clear in the copy since there’s no way you’d know from just 
reading it off the printed page, “Royal” here should be pronounced 

“Roy-AL” with the second syllable like the person's name. And in this 
case the “Royal” refers not to any kind of imperial court, but rather to 

a very old olive varietal from Southern Spain. Of course now that I think 
about it, the oil is so good it would well warrant getting a royal seal of some sort. 

I first tasted this oil from the Vaño family in Barcelona a few years back. Their Castillo de 
Canena Picual oil, which we’ve been carrying for a few years now, is one of a handful of Picual 
oils that I think avoids some of the less than desirable flavors that can come from that varietal 
(not everyone will agree, I know). To me, their Picual oil is very tasty with a big, bold flavor 
and a long-lasting, very clean, and pleasant finish. The Royal oil is right there with it. It as a 
very different set of flavors, but all the good work that goes into the agronomy, the picking 
and the pressing are making for a second excellent oil. 

The Vaños’ farm and press is in the town of Canena, in the district of Jaen, in Southern Spain. 
The land is in the Guadalquiver Valley, running along the Guadiana Menor River. Written 
documentation of the family’s ownership of the land dates to 1780. The castle itself was built 
in the first half of the 16th century, designed by Francisco de los Cobos who was the secretary 
of emperor Charles V. 

When I first met Francesco and Rosa Vaño they mentioned in passing that, along with all their 
regular agricultural activities, they were working to get this special single varietal oil out to 
the market. They hadn’t yet sold any, but they were starting to give tastes to good customers 
to let them know it was coming. The Royal’s history is even older than the Vaño's link to 
their land. Rosa told me that it predates the Picual in the Jaen area. Like so many of the old 
olive types, the yields on the Royal are low. It’s harder to grow and harder to harvest, so, 
not shockingly, there are fewer and fewer of the trees left. The Vaños found some up in the 
mountains and replanted them on their land at Canena a number of years ago. To my (limited, 
of course) knowledge, no one other the Castillo de Canena is bottling it as a straight varietal. 

Today they have about 45 acres of Royal, which is roughly 3600 trees. (For context there are 
about 6,000,000 total acres of olives planted in the country, so their little 45 acres of Royal is 
basically a drop in a sea of Spanish oil.) Their Royal trees combined to produce enough olives 
to yield about 4000 bottles of oil last year. The olives are handpicked early in the season 
so that the flavors are high. Last year’s harvest took place on Nov 19th and 20th. The Vaños 
manage the whole process on the farm. Growing, harvesting, and pressing is all done on site, 
and they use only their own olives. The olives are pressed within three hours of picking. 
They’re very into sustainable growing, and have done a lot of work with solar power on the 
farm—not a bad idea in the very hot and very sunny Andalucia. 

Having tasted and retasted the Royal oil about fifteen times in the last few weeks, I can say 
with high confidence that I really like it. It’s already won awards in Spain and abroad, for 
whatever that’s worth. Most importantly the flavor is fantastic. It’s got that rare combination 
of both buttery and peppery that I really love. Vanessa Sly, assistant retail manager and olive 
oil mistress at the Deli says, “It’s a very sexy oil,” and I think she’s right. The fact that I kept 
going back to it when I could have been using any of the other ten oils I’ve got at my house on 
all the good summer tomatoes is telling. I’ve also been using it liberally on toasted Paesano 
bread, on salads, anchovies and freshly broiled fish. It would be very good on a really late 
autumn bruschetta—grilled or toasted Bakehouse bread, plenty of the Royal oil and then really 
ripe fresh peaches, pears, apples or plums. The combination might sound odd if you haven’t 
had it, but it really is a great way to end a meal without eating any processed sugar.  

PS: I should mention that the Canena Royal oil comes in a really great bottle. It doesn’t look 
like any other offering I’ve seen so I’m not sure where the Vaños got it. “Original black bottle 
with white xerography” is how they describe it. Cylindrically shaped black glass with a lot 
of right angles in its “shoulders,” it reminds me a bit of those padded shoulder ‘60s suits on 

the stylin’ ad guys on “Madmen.” None of which, of course, makes the oil taste any 
better, but does it sure does make it nice to look at on the counter, and also a 

really good gift.

Makin’ a List and  
Checkin’ it (at least) Twice

Zingerman’s  
Guide to Better Bacon

There are so many bacons to put 
on this holiday list, I feel like I 
should write a whole book about them. Oh, darn, I 
already did that! Well, rather than repeat the whole list 
of twenty different bacons, about 40,000 words of copy 
and the forty-two different recipes that are in the book, 
let me just synopsize . . . we’ve got a LOT of really, really 
good bacons in house right now. A lot of you like good 
bacon. My job here is help you all hook up. Whether 
you want bacon to make a quick sandwich (I’m high on 
Broadbent’s), to eat with eggs at home (try the big bold 
super smoky flavor of Benton’s), to eat raw on a ham 

board (Hungarian double-smoked) to chop and put in 
Hangtown Fry (Van de Rose would be good), to eat 

at the Deli (try Rick Strutz’s favorite, the Arkansas 
Peppered bacon on the #61), to eat for breakfast any 

morning of the week at the Roadhouse (the Nueske’s 
in the Grits ‘n’ Bits Georgia Waffles), or in one of the 

very rich, really, really good Bacon Cheddar Scones from 
the Bakehouse . . . we’ve got at least ten lovely options to get you going! 

In terms of what I’ve been doing with bacon at home, this time of year I’m very high both 
the Oysters Pilau and on the cornmeal mush with oysters (both recipes are in the book). 
Each dish brings the flavor of oysters and bacon to the forefront, and each counts on the 
exceptionally high quality of raw material from Glenn Roberts down at Anson Mills in South 
Carolina to carry the dish to the super deluxe heights of flavor. I’d happily eat either of these 
most any cool autumn evening. Great dishes for entertaining because they really aren’t all 
that hard to make, they’re pretty different from what most anyone around here will be eating 
every day, and they taste pretty great. For the oyster pilau be sure to start with the Carolina 
Gold rice; for the mush, I personally wouldn’t bother making it without great cornmeal: the 
stone ground, germ-left-in, heirloom organic yellow meal we get from Anson Mills. Call the 
Roadhouse (734.663.3663) to order it up by the pound or get it at www.zingermans.com. Every 
time I eat it I’m seriously impressed anew with how amazingly good it is. Details, again, are in 
the bacon book! Or, if you just want a quick recommendation, feel free to email me directly 
and I’ll send you my pick of moment (it changes regularly). 

Special Holiday Gift Editions of  
Zingerman’s Guide to Better Bacon!
ClothEdition•limitededitionof175signedcopies•$95 
Each handmade cover, designed and created by Ann Arbor book artist Jean Buescher Bartlett, 
has slight, unique variations. The front and back are both dark red coated cloth laid over 
archival book boards. The spine is straw-colored linen book cloth. Black linen book cloth is 
used for traditional, protective, fore-edge corners.

LeatherEdition•limitededitionof20signedcopies•$300
This special pigskin leather edition is one of only 20 first editions from the first printing. 
Continuing the long tradition of fine leather book binding, each of these 20 copies was 
sewn and bound in pigskin leather by Jon Buller, owner of Bessenberg Bindery, an artisanal 
fine book bindery that has been creating beautiful books in Ann Arbor since 1978. Each 
handcrafted copy has slight, unique variations.

EXCLUSIVEEDITION!
When you buy any edition  of the book at Zingerman’s 
you get a bonus packet featuring extra recipes, postcards 
illustrated by our award-winning art department an a 
handy bacon reference chart.

Give the gIfT  of BacOn!Turntopage6forourspecial3and6-monthBaconClubs,availableEXCLUSIVELYatwww.zingermans.com
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The Christmas Cookie  
Club Collection
The storyline of how we 

at Zingerman’s connected 
with The Christmas Cookie 

Club isn’t quite as romantic as that 
of the book, but it’s certainly a nice one 
and one that seems fully in synch with 
everything Ann Pearlman’s written about. 
It starts back in the summer of 2003, 
when we were getting ready to open 
the Roadhouse. Melina Hinton was 
one of the first servers we hired. 
Over the years Melina became 
an ever more important part 
of our team, and the breadth 
of our connection grew wider; 
her sister Elizabeth came to work 
with us for a while, we got to know 
Melina’s daughters and watched 
them grow up. And then at some 
point a year or two in, we got to meet 
her mother, Ann. Which is why, although most people 
know Ann Pearlman as the famous author of The Christmas Cookie Club, I know her first 
and foremost as “Melina’s Mother.” 

Regardless of entrée, the main thing is that the connection with Ann turned out to be a 
great one. We share values around creativity and caring for the community, as well as 
a passion for good writing, and in this case, good cookies. Given the national stage on 
which The Christmas Cookie Club is “showing” this fall—network talk shows, big time films, 
blogs and magazines galore—I’m sure Ann and her literary manager could have handed 
the opportunity to make these cookies to some big time industrial bakery that would 
have paid a lot of money for the opportunity. But in the spirit of the Cookie Club, our 
long-standing relationship and Ann’s commitment to quality and local production, we’ve 
worked together to do a set of cookies that match the spirit of all that I’ve talked about 
above. I’m sure there are less costly cookies that could have been stuck into a “Christmas 
Cookie Club” box, but I doubt that they’d actually have had the spirit, soul and flavor of 
the ones that Amy, Frank and everyone from the Bakehouse has put into these. I hope you 
enjoy eating them as much as we’ve enjoyed working with Ann, reading, baking, testing, 
tasting, and talking about them. 

Before I move on I should state really clearly that not only is this a good story but the 
actual cookies are really, really good! They’ve been winning raves from all the staff, many 
of whom have been diligently eating all the test bakes! Thin little ginger crisps and pecan 
butter balls are made from recipes out of the book, plus one of my long time favorites, the 
mint chocolate shortbread from the Bakehouse. That trio of taste treats is packed into a 
book-like box designed by our graphics crew. It’s really a great package—especially if you 
pair it up with a copy of Ann’s book—and would clearly make a great gift for anyone who 
likes to read and eat cookies which is probably a pretty high percentage of people out in 
the Zingerman’s universe. Stay tuned for the Wendy Finerman-produced (Forrest Gump and 
The Devil Wears Prada among other famous films) movie, which is likely to start filming next 
fall! Ann’s been pushing hard to have the filming done here in Ann Arbor so hopefully that 
will work out. In the mean time come on by and taste a cookie and celebrate some nice 
local success and the start of a sweet holiday season! 

Paw Paw Gelato
I can see that this old time 
American fruit is going to 

become a big Zingerman’s fall 
tradition. How can you not be 

biased towards a Native American 
fruit called a paw paw? And who doesn’t like ice cream? 
Gotta love too that they’re also known as the Prairie Banana, 
the Hoosier Bananas, and the Poor Man’s Banana. How about a Prairie Banana Split with 
toasted black walnuts and whipped cream and a little chopped fresh paw paw?

The paw paw is my kind of underdog. It’s hard to grow and, despite its long history, 
hardly anyone has ever heard of it. Like a lot of the old fruits, the amount of work 
to grow compared to the yield in picked paw paws isn’t all that great. It doesn’t ship 
well nor can you keep it indefinitely in the cooler. It’s challenging to grow because 
it’s got a long taproot so it’s hard to transplant. On the upside once you get a paw paw 
successfully planted it’s apparently low maintenance. If you’re buying on nutrition 
they’re really high in vitamin C, riboflavin, niacin, and magnesium. Apparently paw 
paw stems and leaves are great natural pesticides. And you know there’s a town named 
Paw Paw here in Michigan where Malinda Russel, author of the first African-American-
authored cookbook published in America, lived. (There are a few copies of the limited 
edition reprint of the book for sale at the Roadhouse. It’s an exceptional gift for anyone 
who’s interested in this sort of thing). If you’re really ready to get seriously on the paw 
paw path, note that Kentucky State University has the only full time paw paw program 
in the country. 

Native to North America, the first recorded mention of paw paws is from 1541 from the 
expedition of Hernando de Soto. Lewis and Clark ate a lot of them. Meriwether Lewis 
wrote in his diary from September 15, 1806: “We landed one time only to let the men 
gather Pawpaws or the custard apple of which this country abounds, and the men are 
very fond of.” While George Washington is famous for chopping down the cherry tree, 
I’m not sure how he felt about eating cherries. By contrast it’s well recorded that the 
paw paw was his favorite dessert! Our man Jefferson had them grown at Monticello. 
They’re also featured in “Jungle Book.” They’re in the “Bare Necessities” song, where 
Baloo the Bear compares them to a prickly pear: “. . .you don’t need to use a claw when 
you pick a pair of big pawpaws.” 

The trees grow from about 10 to 20 feet. They have long, dark 
green, sort of droopy-eared leaves. In fact they’re the largest 
edible fruit that grows in North America—biggest one ever 
recorded was 18 inches across. They look a bit like a mango I 
guess. Paw paws are ripe when their skin gets a bit darker and 
the perfume is more pronounced. It you get some that aren’t 
ripe, just leave them lie (or put ‘em in a paper bag) for a bit to 
ripen up. When they are ripe, you take the skins off and mash up 
the pulp. Like avocados the pulp will brown up pretty quickly so keep 
refrigerated and away from air. One challenge is that you have to get the 
seeds out. The seeds look a bit like lima beans, and you don’t eat them. Getting them 
out is a significant pain in the . . . paw paw. You can make the puree into custard, pastry 
cream, paw paw pie, or . . . gelato. I have to say that I’m happy we have the gelato because 
it makes it really easy to eat this slow fruit in our speed-focused modern world.

The interesting thing with paw paws is that I can’t quite put my finger (paw?) on how 
to describe the flavor. I’ve been thinking that the paw paw could possibly be the North 
America equivalent of passion fruit. Turns out that I wasn’t all that wrong. They’re 
a distant relative of the Cherimoya. Slightly citrusy, kind of custardy when ripe. The 
flavor’s not strong. But it is rather smoothly persuasive. Got maybe a hint of lime, a little 
vanilla, a papaya, maybe a touch of the taste of ripe pear. Taste the flavor for youself in 
the paw paw gelato! Light but luscious, it’s really something special both in its history 
and its flavor.  

Where to buy Ann Pearlman’s The Christmas Cookie 
Club AND Zingerman’s Christmas Cookie Club 
Collection!
Zingerman’s Delicatessen • 422 Detroit Street • 734.663.3354

Zingerman’s Bakehouse • 3711 Plaza Drive • 734.761.7255

Zingerman’s Roadhouse • 2501 Jackson Rd. • 734.663.3663

Send them nationwide at www.zingermans.com
The book and the cookies are ready and waiting to ship from Zingerman’s 
Mail Order. Order at www.zingermans.com or call 888.636.8162. Do it before  

Midnight December 22 and we’ll make sure it’s there by Christmas.

CoOkie TaStIng & BoOK SiGNing 
with ANn Pearlman at  
Zingerman’s Bakehouse

Thursday, Nov. 12 • 7pm • Free! • 3711 Plaza Drive

Come to the first Christmas cookie party of the season and meet The Christmas 

Cookie Club author Ann Pearlman. Ann will be signing books, and we’ll be sampling the 

ginger molasses crisps, pecan butter balls, and chocolate mint shortbread cookies that 

we created to celebrate our local author’s debut novel from Simon and Schuster.

Ortiz Gran Anchoa 
Anchovies
As I work on this, one food leads my mind right on to the next, 
like an unplanned taste treasure hunt through Zingerman’s. So 
speaking of a salad with good oil and Banyuls vinegar (see #17 on page 
8), I’d also want very good anchovies, and these are THE best anchovy filets I’ve had in 
a long time. While the best way to go is to buy the whole anchovies in salt from these 
same Ortiz folks, and then filet them at home (it really only takes about two minutes) 
those who want the convenience of opening a tin and eating immediately will want 
these. These are actually the same ones that come in the salt. The thing of it is that the 
ones in the salt are generally the biggest of the anchovies. And like rye breads (see #12 
on page 5), when it comes to anchovies bigger is generally pretty much better. And you 
don’t have to have a degree in engineering to see that the little tins we’ve all seen for 
packing anchovies are generally way too small to hold the biggest filets. Which means 
that the consumers buying canned filets just couldn’t buy the truly best anchovies.  
Until now! 

For this Gran Anchoa work, the Ortiz folks basically came up with a bigger-than-every-
other anchovy tin that would accommodate these bigger filets. It’s about six inches long 
and it holds a dozen or so beautifully long and lusciously tasty filets in each, ready to 
be enjoyed. I bought ten packs myself just to make sure I/we don’t run out. Toast, pasta, 
pizza, sandwiches, salads. Very good laid out on fresh mozzarella and roasted peppers, 
great marinated with a sprinkling of sherry or Banyuls vinegar, tossed with pasta, Marash 
red pepper flakes (from Turkey) and some toasted bread crumbs. If you’re an anchovy 
addict (it could be worse, right?) like me, you’ll eat ‘em on most everything other 
than ice cream!
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Raye’s Yellow Mustard  
from Maine
Given all of the really great goings on in the food world these 
days, something as seemingly simple as mustard would be easy 
to miss. A mention of “regular old yellow mustard” probably would 
initiate as much notice as snow flurries in Ann Arbor in the first week of December. 
However, given that we work hard not to miss too much that has to do with food (we do 
of course miss things anyways, but, we’re trying not to!), and given all the corned beef 
and pastrami sandwiches we serve, not to mention all those (ground-fresh-daily-from-
Niman-Ranch beef) burgers we grill up at the Roadhouse, taking yellow mustard for 
granted would be . . . not a really smart thing to do. Attention to detail—unglamorous as 
it so often is—is where it’s at. If you—like me in years past—have even fallen prey to the 
understandable but inaccurate assumption that all yellow mustard is mostly the same, 
you should definitely reach for a bottle of Raye’s. 

The folks at Raye’s in the tiny town of Eastport, Maine are some of the most mustard-
passionate people in the country. I’m embarrassed to say that I’ve still never been to 
Maine but one day soon I’m gonna get there. When I do, I’m going to be going a ways out 
of my way to get to Raye’s. (Eastport looks to be almost as far north up the coast as one 
could go without actually crossing the border into Canada. As per its name, it’s actually 
the easternmost city in the U.S.) 

Raye’s is the only traditional stone mustard mill left in the U.S., and as Karen Raye, who 
runs it with her husband Kevin said, “It’s probably the only one left in the Western 
Hemisphere.” The mill was built 109 years ago, back at the turn of the previous century, 
by her husband’s great-great uncle, J.W. “If he were here today,” Karen told me, “he’d 
see the mill pretty much as it was working when he built it. We’re still using the original 
stones,” she said, referring to the eight, 2000-pound quartz wheels that were quarried, 
carved and carted over from France in 1900. 

Today, the mustard making process at Raye's starts, as it did in J.W.’s world, with whole 
mustard seed. By contrast, most other commercial mustards nowadays start with already 
processed mustard powder. And, as you already know, Raye’s work is all based on cold 
stone milling of that mustard seed (same simple, old fashioned approach one would want 
to have with any other good quality milling of corn, oats, etc.) As the seed passes through 
each of the four sets of stones the resulting paste gets ever creamier, which explains why 
the finished product you and I get out of the Raye’s jar is so smooth. To protect the cold- 
milled seed, the Raye’s use cold water from their 400-foot well. We use the same idea 
when mixing the bread dough out at the Bakehouse. Cooler water makes the process take 
longer but protects the flavor of the seed. (Most all commercial producers today use heat 
in the production process to speed production and increase yields.) The mustard is then 
allowed to age for a few weeks before it gets packed up.

Commercial yellow mustard, to me, consistently tastes remarkably 
thin and watery compared to the Raye’s. The Raye’s really is 
creamy, with a mellow but mouth filling flavor that I want to 
describe as “exceptionally yellow” which is a rather silly thing to 
say but it’s what comes to mind. Now that I’ve written it down 
I think I’ll stick with it because it kind of gets the idea across. 
"Yellow mustard” is so much a part of American eating that it's 
almost a "primary flavor" in its own right.  

Curious, yellow? Well . . . keep on reading . . . . 

South Carolina  
Mustard Barbecue  
at the Roadhouse
Not only does the Raye’s yellow get spread 
on all those good sandwiches at the Deli, it’s 
also the base of the South Carolina mustard 
barbecue, which has pretty much been one of 
my favorite things around here over the last 
year or so. While most everyone in the Carolinas will have heard of, and probably 
tasted, the mustard sauce, it’s definitely not one of the better-known southern foods 
outside its home region. In fact, it isn’t even really served all over South Carolina; it’s 
just mostly in the center of the state that they seem to swear by mustard sauce. For 
people there, of course, it’s the norm. Heather Showman, who worked at the Roadhouse 
a few years back and who grew up in Columbia, SC, was very happy to see it on the 
specials list when we first started doing it. I can’t remember how it came up exactly but 
one day she said, “I think I was fifteen before I realized barbecue could come in any 
color other than yellow.” I still smile every time I think about her saying this—it really 
does get across the regionality of barbecue in the South and is a good reminder of how 
much each of us takes our own “normal” for granted (usually incorrectly) as the “way 
things are everywhere.” 

With all that in mind, South Carolina is seemingly the most diverse of 
barbecue states (though I’m sure someone out there’s going to argue 
this one). If you go to http://carolinaqcup.com, at the bottom of the 
page you’ll find a nice little colored map showing where the various 
styles are still found in the state. Mustard, like I said, is mainly in the 
middle. In the northeastern part of the state they seem to eat mostly 
vinegar sauce akin to the Eastern North Carolina style (which we also 
do). In the northwest it’s tomato vinegar akin to the way it’s done in 
western North Carolina. In the south, down by the Georgia border, 
they opt for a thicker tomato-ketchup type sauce. 

No one seems very sure of the mustard sauce’s actual origins. One theory I saw said that 
it could have been tied to the settlement of a fair few Germans in the area and their love 
of good mustard. Germans were actually actively recruited to the South Carolina colony 
in the first part of the 18th century and there’s a relatively strong population there 
today. Some of the biggest names in South Carolina mustard barbecue are of German 
origin—Bessinger, Sweatman, etc. John T. Edge pointed out that there are also pockets 
of mustard sauce served in Georgia and Alabama as well. 

The main thing here is that the mustard sauce is really good. Nothin’ fancy—a lot of 
Raye’s yellow mustard, a good dose of the Quebec, oak-barrel aged cider vinegar, a 
touch of sugar, and a bunch of spices (ground coriander, celery seed, fresh garlic, chili 
pequin, and fresh ground Telicherry black pepper). As you can tell, I like it, and I like 
being able to teach people about the little ins and outs of food and food history (in case 
you didn’t notice that about me). 

While it’s good on a dinner plate, I’m particularly partial to it on the sandwich. Those 
New Jersey buns (with just a touch of diced onion and poppy seed on top) from the 
Bakehouse are just so good—actually one of our more unknown items I think. Be sure 
to put the slaw on the sandwich as they would in the South. I think it adds a lot to the 
textural enjoyment! If you’re curious for a little Carolina bbq adventure check it out. 
Ask for a taste any time you’re by the Roadhouse. 

Pimento Cheese 
If I’m looking at foods that 
started out here unflashily, but 
then just keep steadily scoring 

ever more points as the months 
and years pass, I can’t NOT include 

pimento cheese. When we first put it out at 
the Roadhouse hardly anyone in Ann Arbor knew what it was. Most of us northerners 
assumed that pimento cheese was some sort of subpar supermarket specialty; loaf-
shaped processed cheese laced with the same sorry, red, processed pimentos they stuff 
into commercial olives. This, as I learned at the Southern Foodways Alliance symposium 
in Oxford Mississippi five or six years ago, is completely not the case. When I made 
(innocently) a disparaging remark about it, everyone at the table (all, of course, were 
Southerners) came to its defense. Every one of them had grown up eating, loving, and 
being loyal to pimento cheese and every one of them had their ideas (usually well aligned 
with their mother’s recipe) of what the right way to make pimento cheese is. And now 
that I know about it, I really love it too. 

So for those of you who don’t know it, pimento cheese is a spread made from an 
assemblage of ingredients that pretty much always includes cheese of some sort, 
pimentos (which is another way of “roasted peppers”), some mayonnaise type thing, 
and various other spices. You can look on line and, I’m sure, find about three thousand 
recipes. Ours is made from two year old raw milk Grafton Vermont cheddar, roasted red 
peppers, Hellmann’s mayonnaise and a touch of spice. Over the years it’s built up a very 
strong following and we use it in ever more spots. You can buy it by the pound at the 
Deli, Creamery and Roadhouse. You can order it on a Catering platter. You can eat it on 
a cheeseburger or on Pimento Cheese macaroni (both are great with lots of Arkansas 

Peppered bacon) at the Roadhouse, or on a sandwich at the Bakehouse or the 
Jen's Pimento Parti sandwich at Deli. And, in fact, we actually ship ever-greater 

quantities of it from Mail Order every year. I don’t think Charlie’s figured out 
how to make a candy bar out of it at the Candy Manufactory yet, but maybe 
next year? 

Chocolate Challah
Jewish Bread And Chocolate
I can’t say really why this stuff is so compelling to me. For some 
reason I just like it. That said, it runs against all my usual taste 
preferences. While I grew up with challah, and I think ours is really 
good, in honesty I almost never take it home. I almost always run with the chewier, hard 
crusted loaves like the Roadhouse, Farm, Jewish rye and Paesano. On top of which I don’t 
have a huge sweet tooth. And while I think bread and chocolate are a great combo (a long 
standing classic in Europe), I rarely actually eat them together. Plus, in honesty, chocolate 
challah, isn’t really very traditional. 

But for some reason, with all of those biases out front, the chocolate challah has got me 
going. I’ve decided to add it to my list of good things to eat of late. There’s no reason not to 
put it on one’s Rosh Hashanah list, although chocolate, being from the Western Hemisphere 
and a relatively modern food, is hardly of Biblical origin. But it’s subtle sweetness represents 
the wish for a sweet year to come (all the more so this year). If you leave it out by a sunny 
autumn window for a bit, the chocolate gets a bit soft and with 
the eggs in the rich challah dough it’s a bit like an uncooked 
chocolate French toast. Looking ahead a bit  I’m thinking that 
pan fried in olive oil it would actually make a really good bit 
of French toast, maybe topped with those wild strawberry 
preserves we have in from Serbia (or if you’re the combo 
of orange and chocolate, the wild orange marmalade from 
the Mahjoubs in Tunisia). Of course, all that aside, it’s 
easy enough to just rip or slice off a chunk and eat it as 
is. Bring it to brunch, serve it for a snack, feed it to your 
kids, or carry a loaf in to work to treat your colleagues 
to something special. 
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Roadhouse Bread
Speaking of old style breads and of foods whose fan base 
just keeps on growing and growing, I would be very remiss 
in not listing the Roadhouse bread here. We learned about 
this old American loaf from Jan Longone, curator of the world-
class culinary collection at the Clements Library on campus and 
probably the country’s leading expert on the history of American 
cookery. Known in its day as “Rye ‘n’ Injun” or “Thirded Bread,” it appears in pretty much 
every New England cookbook of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. It’s a blend of rye, wheat 
and corn, sweetened ever so subtly with molasses. About two years ago I came out and 
admitted that it had quietly become my favorite bread, replacing the Bakehouse Farm 
loaves that had long topped my list. 

Like the big ryes, I actually like it best in a big 2 kilo loaf which one can special order from 
the Bakehouse given a few days notice. I go for them extra dark on the crust myself. While 
we’ve been serving it on the tables at the Roadhouse for over six years now, every day or so 
someone shares with me they’ve just discovered it, and a lot of them ask me if they can buy 
some. Others wonder if we’ve just started making it. 

The good news is, whether you knew about 
it or not, we do make it, and you definitely 
can buy it. And I—and an ever increasing 
number of others—are clear that it’s 
become their favorite Bakehouse bread. If 
you’ve not tried it yet, stop by the Bakehouse, 
Deli or Roadhouse and ask for a taste. 
Ships really well too, so keep it in 
mind when you’re thinking about 
holiday gifts for the bread lovers 
in your life! 

Really Big (and really good!)  
Rye Bread from  
the Bakehouse

As I sit down to write this it’s 
Friday, actually TGIR, because for 
us, Friday is Rye Day. While most 
folks in the work world look forward to 
the weekend, I look forward the day of the week on which 
we make the old-style 2 kilo (that’s just shy of five pounds 
if you haven’t memorized your metric conversions) Jewish 
rye breads. I know it’s hard to believe that size alone could 
take an already excellent bread like the Jewish rye from the 
Bakehouse up further on the quality scale, but it actually 
does. In this (and in fact with most rustic breads of this sort) 
size does really matter. Bigger, to my taste, is significantly, 
markedly, majestically better. 

Now, mind you, I’m not saying that the small “normal-sized“ loaves of Jewish rye are bad or 
anything. It’s just that I really think that these larger loaves are moister and more delicious. 
Their texture is better, too. And for traditionalists like me, they’re meaningful as well 
because they’re made pretty much the way Jewish bakeries were making their rye bread 
back 100 years ago—big loaves, lots of rye flour, and a minimal amount of commercial 
yeast. They're baked on a stone hearth with steam sent into the oven to make for a really 
great crust. 

Can you tell that I feel strongly about this one? I 
always try to remember to get in and pick up a ¼ or 
a ½ loaf of one of the two-kilo ryes to eat at home. 
I’m partial to the caraway rye myself and others are 
crazy for the onion rye. The standard seedless Jewish 
rye and the pumpernickel have their long time fans too. The 
big loaves, very seriously last about two weeks on my counter at home, stored in nothing 
fancier than a paper bag. Toasted and topped with the hand made cream cheese from the 
Creamery, or a bit of good Irish cultured butter or . . . just on the side with dinner . . . if you 
like rye it’s hard to go wrong! In fact, I have some of a two week old loaf in a brown paper 
bag that I’m going to slice up and toast to have with my dinner. 

PS: these big 2-kilo loaves are really a great and not very 
costly gift for anyone who loves old style breads! They 
ship well too! 

PPS: I have a very long essay on the subject of rye bread. 
email at will to ari@zingermans.com and I’ll send it  
your way.

wWw.zingermaNs.coMwasratedthe#1sourceformail
orderbreadintheU.S.byForbesMagazine

ari LectuREs on
“Rye Bread and Anarchism”  
at the Frankel Center for Jewish Studies  

at the University of Michigan 
Wednesday, November 18 • 7 pm

202 S. Thayer St., Room 2022 on the University of Michigan campus 
http://www.lsa.umich.edu/Judaic/html/frankel_ctr_calendar_6_1.htm

Terrific Taralli
I’ve eaten a lot of taralli during all my years of traveling 
to Italy and at the Fancy Food Shows. If you aren’t familiar 
with taralli—and most Americans, of course, aren’t—they’re 
little bagel-shaped (but much smaller) rings of dough that 
are kind of omnipresent in bakeries and at parties when you 
hit the right regions of Italy. Saltines in the American South is the 
comparison that comes to mind for me but I think that’s probably overstating things a 
bit. Still, there are a lot of taralli in Italy. Having tasted taralli from probably a hundred 
different bakeries over the years, I can honestly say that most are exceptionally 
unremarkable. But when you hit the right ones, a terrific taralli is truly something to 
make time for. 

The best I’d had up until this year were on a trip to Puglia down in Italy’s southeastern 
corner (home of the Paesano bread recipe and probably the origin of the taralli 
tradition). The “secret,” which is really no secret at all, the bakers told me then, is the 
quality and quantity of the olive oil you use. Imagine that? Really good taralli are made 
with lots of really good extra virgin olive oil. As a result they’re flakier and far fuller in 
flavor. Shocking right? The ones that we’ve just started to stock are coming from the 
Tenuta Cocevola in Puglia, which you’ll find about halfway between the better known 
town of Bari and the bread baking cult capital of southern Italy, Altamura. If you’re 
traveling that way, the estate has a lovely looking (I haven’t been) hotel on the property. 
More to my point here, their taralli are, like our baguettes (see #26 on pg. 11), about a 
ten to my taste, or at least as close to that high level of achievement as any taralli has 
tasted to me in a decade. They’ve got a bit of Pugliese white wine added to the mix to 
enrich them further still. Really good with cheese, wine, a ham board or just out of 
hand. Great little stocking stuffer. 

Pickled Lemons  
from Tunisia 
A special “gift” to Ann Arbor cooks from North Africa, I’ve 
been eating these with ever greater frequency over the 
last year. Truthfully, two years ago, the only time I’d have 
eaten pickled (or preserved) lemons was if I was eating out at a 
Moroccan restaurant. But in tasting these from the Mahjoub family, and starting to slice 
them up and toss them into an ever-wider range of cooking options, they’ve gradually 
evolved into a steady staple in my kitchen.

Pickled (or “preserved”) lemons are a staple of North African cookery. Moroccans 
use them a lot and so do folks in Tunisia. The Mahjoub family’s harissa (Tunisian hot 
sauce) completely caught by surprise a few years ago, drawing me into the entire 
relationship with the family thanks to their passion, their products and the food and 
history of Tunisia. Over the last year I’ve grown ever more fond of their handmade, sun 
dried couscous, their incredible tomato sauces, traditional cured olives, wild orange 
marmalade and wild mulberry jam, and wild capers. The pickled lemons are the latest 
of their foods to catch my attention. I want to say that they’re a second sun to Tunisian 
cooking, coming up quietly but actually really brightly behind that spicy red, sun dried 
harissa that I’m so hooked on. Majid Mahjoub says that, “Preserved lemon and harissa 
are the principal protagonists of the Tunisian cuisine! Both of them have their roots 
deeply in our nation’s heart & soul!” 

You can of course actually make these at home too if you’re up for it. Paula Wolfert has 
written extensively about them in classic works on Moroccan cooking. Personally I’m 
good with letting the Mahjoubs to do the work for me. They pack these hand picked 
Tunisian lemons into barrels with sea salt then leave the covered barrels in the sun for 
over six months to cure, as has been done there for the last few thousand years. Given 
the skill of the Mahjoubs, all I have to do is buy a jar, take it home, open it and then cut 
a lemon into cubes to use in salads, sauces, pastas, for stuffing fish, scallops, chicken or 
really pretty much anything you like. They’re great on the Sandwich Tunisienne—tuna, 
harissa, olive oil, olives, capers, and chopped up bits of the preserved lemon on a 
baguette. 

The bottom line is that the preserved lemons add a really great little bit of zip and zest 
to whatever you put ‘em into. I guess what I like about them is, as with the harissa, 
they’re a flavor that’s familiar enough for me to be comfortable with (chiles, olive oil 
and spices in the harissa; lemons here), but the preparations are so amazingly unique—
Tunisian twists on what seems like everyday eating—that I get to take my eating into a 
totally new place. Great in a Harissa Mary—add the Mahjoubs spicy, sun-dried harissa 
sauce to tomato juice, then garnish with a wedge of pickled lemon. Hard to go wrong if 
you like the lift that lemons give. Easiest way I know to add a lot of life to your cooking 
for a really minimal amount of work, and this time of year in particular I’m always up 
for a little extra zest and brightness! 
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"Fantastic Gift!" 
 - Bobby Flay

wWw.zingermans.com

Zingerman’s Olive Oil Cake
Made with toasted almonds, lemon zest—nearly a whole lemon’s worth per cake—and lots 
of great extra virgin olive oil. It’s moist, tender, with a flavor that lingers long after the slice 
is sent south. A great gift for Chanukah. We send each cake safely and attractively packaged 
in our handsome wooden crate. Serves 6-8.

Great Food From Zingerman's Mail Order Makes a Great Gift!

Bite Size bakehousE gifts
Buy one box or both. They make good holiday snacks and superlative corporate gifts, where they can 
find a roost at the client's reception desk. The staff will fetch them and bring them back, individually 
wrapped, to their desk for a perfect, bite-sized snack. 

Magic Brownie Bites
Zingerman’s legendary magic brownies—with and without 
toasted walnuts—carved down to quarter size. Each is 
all natural, baked with real butter, cane sugar and dark 
Belgian chocolate. 

Zzang!® Candy Bar Bites 
Our stellar, old fashioned handmade candy bars,  
shrunk down to bite size. Well, maybe two bites.  
Featuring Zzang!® Original with peanuts and  
What The Fudge? caramel fudge bar. 

Cinnful Cinnamon Roll Gift Box
Almost anyone can make a cinnamon roll smell good while it’s baking, even among the cell phone kiosks 
at the mall. Unfortunately, most have little more than aroma to offer. You won’t taste much beyond sugar 
and cinnamon. The real challenge is to fashion a cinnamon roll that tastes as good as it smells. These 
fit the bill. Bring them to a holiday brunch. Warm them up, break one open and put your nose up close. 
You’ll smell sweet butter, Indonesian cinnamon, real vanilla. Take one bite. That’s all you’ll need to forget 
the litany of cinnamon roll disappointments life has dealt you. Our handsome round wooden gift box 
includes ten cinnamon rolls baked in a re-usable metal tin with serving instructions.

American Bacon Club
Five to date. That’s how many vegetarians I know who’ve fallen off the bandwagon 
thanks to these bacons. I’m not using those examples as a proposal for torturing 
anyone, I’m just saying any food that’s so good it can break a strong will has to be 
worth trying. We’ll ship to the lucky recipient from October to April, just in time 
for weekend frying. Each package is about a pound. 

BONUS! 
Freeawesome
PigMagnet

with1stshipment

Three Months 
Bacon Bar plus
Applewood Smoked
Kentucky Dry Cured 
Long Pepper

Six Months 
Previous Bacons plus 
Virginia Dry Cured
Tennessee Dry Cured
Arkansas Peppered

Get the Book 
Add Zingerman's Guide 
to Better Bacon to 
complete the porcine 
experience.



Zingerman’s Holiday Stollen
Our delicious German style holiday cake is a long-standing Zingerman’s holiday tradition for folks look-

ing for unique dessert ideas, great gifts and fine food for weekend brunch. If you haven’t had Stollen 
before and wonder what all the fuss is about, just take a look at the ingredient list: real butter, Bacardi® white 

rum, glacéed lemons, oranges, cherries, fresh lemon and orange zest, fresh lemon juice, currants, almonds, golden rai-
sins, Red Flame raisins, organic Mexican vanilla beans and our very scent-sual Indonesian cinnamon. Toasted and spread 
with a little sweet butter, it’s delicious and is perhaps rivaled only by our own coffeecake (p. 5) as a great afternoon 
snack cake. Each Stollen comes gift boxed, serves 6-8 and, barring extensive snacking, lasts for weeks. 

888.636.8162

If you want to recall that perfect trip or inspire dreams of Mediterranean sun, here’s help. We’ve captured the culinary essence of two magical 
places. The lucky recipient can relax with a French picnic or feast on the delights of Italy. All you have to do is decide where to take them.

The Markets of Provence
Includes: Zingerman’s Farm Bread, Comtè Cheese from Marcel Petite, 
French-Style Salami, L’ami Provence Citrus Candy, Andresy Fig Jam, 
Cabernet Sauvignon Grape Juice, real French Dijon Mustard, Mountain 
Honey Candy, Caramels made with Brittany Butter & Fleur de Sel and 
Butter Cookies from Provence. Garnished with fragrant lavender, packed 
in a market basket with handles.

A Tuscan’s Treat
Includes: Zingerman’s Paesano Bread, Zingerman’s Travel Oil, Vecchia 
Dispensa’s Aged Balsamic Vinegar, Farmhouse Parmigiano-Reggiano 
Cheese, San Giuliano Sicilian Biscuits, Antonio Mattei’s Original Tuscan 
Biscotti, Italian Pasta, Italian Tomato Sauce from Il Mongetto, Leccino 
Black Olives and Hazelnut Gianduja from Piedmont.

Great Food From Zingerman's Mail Order Makes a Great Gift!

Holiday phone hours: Dec. 1-22,  
8am to midnight (every day)

(non-holiday phone hours, 8am to 8pm, Monday through Saturday)

CalL 888.636.8162
 or order 24/7 at www.zingermans.com

Items on this spread available through  
Zingerman’s Mail Order Only

magic of the MEdiTerRanEan gift baSketS
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Ham Boards 
Well, we’ve got cheese boards, boards of directors, bill boards, storyboards, and advisory boards. Now, I’m 
advocating for the creation of ham boards. I mean, if you love good cured ham like I do—and I appreciate it ever 
more with each passing year—this is really the way to go. Just like we put out three or four cheeses on a board to 
show contrasting textures and flavors, we could do the same for ham since we have loads of really good cured 
hams on hand to eat and enjoy. Here are three that are high on my list of the moment. Ask for a taste of any or 

all of them next time you’re in the Deli. 

Iberico Bellota Ham
If you were going to treat yourself to something special this 
holiday season, put a few slices of this pretty amazing bit of 
cured pork on your plate. Although the per pound price seems 

astronomically high (for good reason—it’s a rare treat), the reality 
is that for about $15 you can put out a generous plate for two of 

sliced pieces of this very incredible ham. What makes it so weirdly 
superior to every other ham out there? Well, as with so many things on 

this list, I have about a 7500-word essay on the subject that I’d be happy to share with you 
(write me: ari@zingermans.com). But, in a nutshell, here’s the scoop:

Iberico bellota ham is made from the hind legs of the Iberico breed of hogs, who live 
primarily in Western Spain. The hogs live in semi-wild conditions, running on wide swaths 
of land (you can only put two hogs per hectare, or about 2.5 acres), foraging for wild food 
and getting plenty of exercise. Their fat is marbled in a way that’s unique to that breed. 
They spend the final few months of their lives in the fall eating the acorns that fall from 
the thousands of oak trees that grow in the region. They must, to meet code, gain half 
their weight during that three month period in the fall when the acorns have started to 
drop. As a result, the fat and the flavor both become exceptional. After slaughter, the hind 
legs are cured in salt for a matter of months, then hung to mature for nearly three more 
years after that. 

It’s hard to believe that ham really could be this good, really could be worth that much 
money. It’s pretty common amongst most food loving Spaniards (which is actually an 
amazingly high number of the people—it’s one of the most fine-food loving countries 
I’ve ever visited) to eat this stuff regularly. And it ain’t cheap over there either. A small 
plate can easily run $25 or $30. Yet they eat it, with gusto, and often go ahead and order 
a second plate. So while one might be tempted to save this ham for once- or twice-a-year 
splurges, the truth is that in Spain, for most everyone who appreciates and eats good food, 
it’s regular fare. 

Of course the main thing is the flavor. I went back through and retasted about ten 
different cured hams at the Deli. While all were good this one just comes in head and 
shoulders above everything else every time. As Vanessa Sly, Viscountess of Vivacious 
Flavors at the Deli, said, “there’s just something about the way the fat coats your mouth 
that’s different.” This is a result of the acorn-eating and the make up of the meat and fat 
of the Iberico hogs. The flavor is wider, more sensual, way deeper without being heavy. It’s 
lively without being out of control. Seriously one tiny slice—barely enough to register on 
the digital scales at the Deli—is enough to fill your mouth with great flavors for, no joke, a 
good hour or more. Just ask for a taste next time you’re in. 

Nancy Newsom’s 
Kentucky Country Ham
Made down in Princeton, which in this case, is in western 
Kentucky, not New Jersey. Smoked for a month over slowly 
smoldering hickory, then aged for two years (a year longer than 
she does for her already excellent “regular” country hams, which is 
three to four times what most stuff sold as “country ham” gets these days). The ham really 
is exceptionally delicious. It’s a gift to the world from the woman I still think of as the 
Lucinda Williams of Country Ham. The flavor is gentle, full, meaty but not strong, with 
lots of smoke that starts slowly and builds up a bit as you chew but never overwhelms, 
not too much salt, and a superb, long gentle finish. 

Sam Edwards  
Virginia Country Ham
Although I wasn’t actually there two hundred years ago to 
have tasted in person, I’ll speculate with a pretty high degree 
of certitude that this is the kind of cured pork that made 
Virginia famous for country ham. Unfortunately for the state’s ham 
standards, Sam Edwards is really the only one left doing it the traditional 
way at any kind of commercial scale. The “Smithfield ham” name is still protected, but it’s 
mostly about where the ham is made—Smithfield County—which means that what’s sold to 
the world as “Smithfield ham” now comes from the LARGEST pork producer in the world 
and has little of the complexity and greatness the Edwards’ ham offers. This one’s done 
the way Sam’s grandfather did it about a century ago. Slaughtered around Christmas, cured 
in salt for two months, then aged at ambient temperatures for a year and smoked over 
green hickory. 

What we have in now are from a limited edition run of special hams that are made from 
the more flavorful Berkshire hogs. Sam was able to buy from the Newman family out in 
Missouri. After ambient aging for nearly a year, the flavor is a touch tangier than Nancy’s, 
but with the same sort of nicely balanced, not at all too salty, really rich, long lingering 

taste. For more on Sam and his family, you can 
see the stuff in Zingerman’s Guide to Better Bacon. 
Or, for a quick look at Sam’s grandfather cradling 
a country ham pretty much just like the ones I’m 
writing about here (but half a century ago), look to 
the big photo on the wall at the Roadhouse. 

Other Hams You Want On Your Board!
Speck 
Modestly smoked over juniper then aged six months. From the Alto Adige in  
Northern Italy.

ProsciuttodiParma
By reputation probably the most prestigious cured ham in the word. Our Prosciutto is 
sliced off the bone by hand. Ask for a taste at the Deli!

PancettafromHerbEckhouse
Everything’s better with bacon, right? So why not add it to our ham board? Most pancetta 
in Italy is eaten raw, not cooked. And for good reason—it tastes really good! This is Italian 
style bacon made by a nice Jewish boy from Chicago now plying the cured pork trade in 
Iowa. Very delicious, mellow, rich and a really good addition to your ham board.

Banyuls Vinegar
I tasted some of this little known but incredibly good vinegar 
again the other day and was reminded how much—and why—I 
like it. It’s been one of my favorites for a good fifteen years 
now. Made in a rarely visited southwest corner of France, up the 
Mediterranean coast a bit from the border with Spain. If you don’t 
already know it, Banyuls in its vinified state is one of those great fortified wines of the 
world—lesser known for sure than Madeira, Marsala, or Sherry, but in the same family. It’s 
slightly sweet, mouth watering, almondy, and uniquely good. 

So good that there’s really no need to do anything fancy with it. Sprinkle it on a salad 
along with any fruity but full flavored olive oil (the Abbaye de Quielles oil from Catalunya, 
or the even-more-intense, exceptionally complex, Les Costes—also made from the same 
Arbequina varietal but only from trees that are over five centuries old). Better still, toast up 

some Farm bread or Paesano, sprinkle on a bit of this vinegar and some olive oil 
and then lay on filets of really good anchovy and eat it while it’s hot. Making 

myself hungry just writing about it . . . 

“Save thE Deli”  
bOok siGNIng with DAvid Sax  

featuring a corned beef tasting 
 with Sy Ginsberg from United Meat and Deli

November 24th, 5pm, in the Deli Next Door Café • FREE
Author David Sax has been on a cross-country mission to uncover what makes a great 
deli great and the result is his new book, Save the Deli: In Search of Perfect Pastrami, 
Crusty Rye, and the Heart of Jewish Delicatessen. Notes Publisher’s Weekly, “Sax has 
found a few truly outstanding delis [including Zingerman’s!], and not just in New York 
City—joyful moments in this otherwise elegiac travelogue come with the discovery of 
delicious schmaltz in Colorado, or the legendary smoked meats of Montreal. A helpful 
appendix includes addresses of all the delis Sax discusses and then some; readers in the 
right cities are sure to start planning visits straight away.” He’ll be joined by Sy Ginsberg 
(a.k.a. The guy we’ve been getting our corned beef from for going on 28 years) for a 

celebration of Jewish traditions, great food, and a great read. 

BoardatRoomTemperature
Our hams need time to warm up a bit to be at their best when we eat them. Whichever 
cured hams you put out, be sure to serve them at room temperature. It makes a 
huge difference in the quality of the eating experience. The thirty degree difference 
between serving straight from the fridge (40°F) and letting the ham come up to a “room 
temperature” of about 70°F will seriously give you about a five fold increase in the flavor 
of the ham as you eat it. 
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Zzang! Bars
“They remind me of the 1930s candy bars that 
were hand-made, slab-style with candy love.” 
—Beth Kimmerle, History of Candy

Sometimes we start something new here at Zingerman’s and, although it gets a lot of 
attention early on, the energy sort of seems to fade fairly quickly. Not a terrible thing in the 
scheme of life, but what we really like here at the foods that stick, the ones that actually gain 
momentum over time, that steadily pick up more fans with each passing month. Those really 
are the things that get me excited.  

Zzang bars are definitely in that category. So too are things like burgers and Nashville Hot 
Chicken (Tuesday nights only) at the Roadhouse; the Detroit St. Decaf coffee from the Coffee 
Company; the Roadhouse bread that the Bakehouse crafts every day. And now that we’ve gone 
national with them Zzang bars are doing their thing in really good shops literally all over the 
country. (If you have a shop back in your hometown you think should be selling them, by 
all means, send me a note and I’ll get on it. Seriously, no town with a sweet tooth should be 
without them—at least that’s what I think.) 

Zzang! Original
Zzang! Bars came into being back in the fall of 2003 when Charlie 
Frank, then pastry manager at the Bakehouse had the idea to go 
back to crafting candy the way it would have been made a century 
or so ago.  That would be in an era where industry hadn’t yet had 
time or ability to come up with all the nine syllable substitutes 
for naturally occurring foods that now dominate the ingredient 
lists of pretty much every commercial confection you look at it. The 
Original Zzang! Bar (and still my personal favorite of the three) has homemade peanut butter 
and honey nougat laced with butter toasted Virginia Runner peanuts (a big ol’ variety from 
Virginia with particularly great flavor), and a touch of sea salt, all dipped into dark chocolate 
made from old, low-yielding, high flavor, rain forest-friendly varietals down in Ecuador. 

What I love about these bars is that with each bite the flavor unfolds just a little bit more; 
the layers unfurl, you get more and more complexity with each passing minute. If you doubt 
the difference, just try a taste test for yourself. Pick up a Snickers bar, take a bit of that and 
wait half an hour and see what stays in your mouth. Then come by for a free taste of a Zzang 
bar and make the comparison for yourself. My experience is that the difference is pretty 
darned extreme, but you can assess it all for yourself. Certainly there’s plenty of room in 
the candy world for both, but I’m putting my cash and calories into the latter, one small but 
seriously good bite at a time. Of course it is a bit risky. One could develop a dependence on 
these things. The other day a customer (an independent filmmaker actually) from Southern 
California was in the Deli packing (gently I hope) about two-dozen bars into her suitcase to 
take back to LA!

Ca$hew Cows
The other two bars that Charlie has gifted to the food world are the 
Ca$hew Cow and the What the Fudge? While my personal favorite 
is, as I said, the Zzang! Original, these other two have pretty much 
equally strong followings so I don’t want to forget them. 

The Ca$hew Cow is, as the name correctly implies, built around 
lots of cashews, one of my favorite nuts of all time. It’s got cashew 
butter, toasted cashews and handmade cashew brittle, blended with just 
a bit of puffed rice and dipped into that same dark Ecuadorian chocolate. You get a really 
nice texture, a touch of crunch from the rice, and a really nice mouth filling flavor that never 
strikes me as overly sweet. 

What the Fudge? 

This one has gradually built a really loyal legion of fans. Anyone who’s 
hooked on brown sugar will love this bar, and milk chocolate lovers tend 
to lean this way as well. This one is a basically what it would be like to eat 
really good fudge in the form of a candy bar. Three layers—brown sugar, 
homemade caramel, homemade fudge and malted milk cream fondant all 

made from milk and cream we get from Guernsey Dairy, Muscovado brown 
sugar from Mauritius, vanilla from Madagascar, a bunch of butter—dipped into 

dark chocolate from those same exotically excellent Ecuadorian beans. When you bite 
into it you can feel the texture of the different layers. The brown sugar is the bit that lingers 
longest for me and as someone whose sugar preference goes that way (think pecan pie, 
Muscovado brown sugar on top of the Irish oatmeal at the Deli and Roadhouse, burnt sugar 
gelato from the Creamery, etc..) I like that. 

Ultimately, what all three have going is that they’re super flavorful without being overly 
sweet. Most candy out there is about sugar and colorful packaging; while I love the little boxes 
that the Zzang bars go into, in this case flavor comes first. Ask for a taste of any of the three 
next time you’re in—we’ll be glad to turn your taste buds on to something special. 

PS; In early September Charlie and the Candy 
Manufactory were formally approved within our 
organization as the latest managing partner and 
business in the Zingerman’s Community!! 

Island Creek Oysters 
In my regular tastes of the thousands of foods we make, 
serve and sell I was doing a bit of an oyster “flight” the 
other evening out at the Roadhouse. And while every one 
of the oysters I tried was very good, the Island Creeks 
were the ones that most caught my attention. 

Aside from tasting good (more on that in a minute) the Island 
Creeks are a good story, both from a people standpoint and from an environmental 
perspective. Skip Bennett got the business going back in the mid-90s. He’d been 
working to raise clams in his hometown of Duxbury, which is about thirty miles down 
the coast from Boston, roughly halfway between Bean Town and the base of Cape Cod. 
One summer all his clams were killed before he could get them to market. Finding 
himself in a rather large business bind, he happened to come upon some oyster seed. 
Not long thereafter he was in the oyster business. It sounds like it took him a fair bit 
of trial and error to get it right, but what he’s built over the last decade or so has been 
really good for Duxbury, really good for the Bay, and really good for oyster eaters all 
over the country. 

Shore Gregory (is that a great name for someone in the oyster business or what?), who 
has worked with Island Creek for many years, said, “Today there are fifteen farmers 
collectively farming 50 acres in the Bay. The cool thing,” he went on, “as it relates to 
Island Creek and the community here is that to be a grant holder you have to be a 
resident in Duxbury. Which means that there’s a very high economic multiplier. So we 
have a great relationship between the company and the town.” The benefits seem to be 
as much economic as environmental. “The oysters actually clean the entire bay every 
nine days. Each oyster,” he explained, “does fifty gallons of water a day.” In the winter 
the Island Creek oyster farmers actually cut through the ice to get to the oysters and get 
them out of the Bay, which I suppose gives new meaning to the idea of oysters on ice. 

All that aside, there’s still the issue of what makes the actual flavor of these East Coast 
oysters so special. The answers are mostly the same as they are for all really good 
oysters. Quality, in this case, is a lot about the water, the work of the oyster ‘farmer,’ the 
natural and uncontrollable swings of the weather. To the latter point, remember that 
oysters live at the points of confluence between fresh and salt water. The more rain 
there might be on a given day, the more fresh water will be in the bays, the less salty the 
oyster’s flavor will be; drier weather would usually mean more salinity in the water and 
in the oyster when you eat it. 

In terms of Island Creeks, “The merroir is special,” Shore said, referring to the same 
set of “environmental” elements that contribute to the flavor of all oysters. It’s the 
aquacultural equivalent of what wine people refer to as “terroir.” The flavor, he 
explained, starts with the nutrients of Duxbury Bay. “It’s a uniquely perfect spot for 
growing oysters. We can’t really control that. Then farming practices that we use. We 
have a very hands-on approach. Our oysters are all handled 12 to 15 times before they’re 
ready. Another really big factor,” he went on, “is that we grow our oysters right on the 
ocean floor. We spread the seed right on the ocean floor—we affectionately refer to it 
as ‘free-range oyster farming.’ It allows the oysters to exist as if they were in their own 
natural environment. We get very uniform oysters, strong shells and good ‘cups.’ The 
oysters aren’t compromised as they are in some of the high intensive farming operations. 
Usually it’s 3 to 4 years for oysters but through exposing the oysters to as many nutrients 
as possible we make that a bit quicker. We don’t add anything to the system—they just 
eat what’s naturally in the Bay.”

I’m not particularly big on relying on celebrity 
endorsements for our food. I usually stick to sharing 
what I like, and why l like it, and then leaving the rest 
to each reader and eater to decide for themselves 
how they feel about things. But if you like to get the 
experts’ take on this sort of thing, Thomas Keller 
(who, of course, really does have an excellent palate) 
and his crew regularly serve Island Creeks at the French 
Laundry out in Napa and at Per Se in New York City. Word has it that Island 
Creeks are actually on every 3 star Michelin menu in the country but I haven’t done 
any work to check that. Here at the Roadhouse you don’t have to get all dressed up to 
eat them and you can show up with your kids who can have a good plate of Roadhouse 
macaroni and cheese while you’re eating oysters. But wherever you’re eating them, 
they’re awfully good. Beautiful, big, flinty, salty, subtle. If you’re into oysters, these are 
very definitely some to put on your list. 

East Coast Fish  
with Foley’s

Wednesday, December 2 @ 7pm •  
$45/dinner

Peter and Laura Ramsden from Foley’s Fish in Boston will be 
our guests at this dinner. The fourth generation to own and run 

Foley’s, Peter and Laura went to school here in Ann Arbor and 
were regular Zingerman’s customers while pursuing their stud-

ies. When we were getting ready to open the Roadhouse six 
years ago, Foley’s was the natural choice to be our primary 
East Coast fish supplier. We’re happy to welcome them back to 
Ann Arbor to talk about about sustainable fisheries and share 

the fresh fish they provide for our menu every day.

®

®

Ari’s 28 Favorite Foods Continued on Page 10
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Bean Counting, Take Two
ZingTrainFunFlavorfulFinanceSeminarNovember9and10!

In the way that so many threads of my world end up getting unexpectedly 
woven together, credit for the first samples of Askinosie chocolate arriving 
in Ann Arbor for us to taste, actually go to Jack Stack. While there is a Jack 

Stack who’s famous in the barbecue world in Kansas, this one is, following 
the clear trend of moment, a visionary man from Missouri. In this case though 

my connection is about good cash management, not fine cooking, and certainly 
not craft cacao. Which brings me to think here about Open Book Finance. 

See, Jack Stack, is the man who leads a Missouri company called Springfield ReManufacturing, 
which is, for all practical historical purposes, home of Open Book Finance. While the number 
of companies who use open book finance is miniscule by national standards, I guess so too is 

the number of people who know and care enough about craft chocolate to buy bars from 
companies like Patric and Askinosie, so I’m not going let national survey statistics get 

in the way of beliefs. Open book, as we’ve experienced it, is a much nicer and far 
more effective way to work. In a sentence or two, it’s where everyone who works 
here actively participates in running the finance of the business. We’ve been using 
here at Zingerman’s for nigh on fifteen years now. 

If you want to find out a bit more about it, one easy way is just to ask anyone who works 
here what it’s like. I can’t guarantee what their answer will be but my guess is that most 
folks here will have something to say on the subject. If you want to read more pick up the 
book that Jack and Bo Burlingham co-wrote which is called The Great Game of Business. 
And if you have an organization that you think would benefit from this work—and honestly 
I think that any organization, from Chrysler down to your kid’s lemonade stand would 
be helped by using it—check out ZingTrain’s Fun, Flavorful, Finance seminar which I’ll 
be co-teaching on November 9 and 10. And because Askinosie chocolate is also an open 
book management company—they are even involving the guys who grow the cacao in the 
producing countries—Shawn has eagerly agreed to make his bars the “Official Chocolate” 
of ZingTrain’s Fun,FlavorfulFinance seminar. You’ll get to eat a lot of it while you’re in 
class! Forinfocall734.930.1919orgotowww.zingtrain.com.

Just to restate for emphasis, I HIGHLY, HIGHLY recommend this system for ANY kind of 
organization—small, large, for profit, not for profit, super creative or super conservative. 
I’d be glad to share more thoughts and even happier still to see you sitting in the seminar. 
Email me at ari@zingermans.com before the seminar, and I’ll be glad to get you some info 
and a taste of Shawn’s chocolate to sweeten the substance of the conversation. Suffice it 
say here that I’m as passionate about open book these days as I am about great food, which, 
as you probably know, is pretty darned passionate. 

Patric Chocolate
Dorothy might have come from Kansas but I’m kind of starting to 
consider the possibility that, here in the 21st century, Oz has been 

shifting slowly, steadily to the east? Seriously I’m starting to wonder 
if there’s some sort of sweet magic at work. Parisian chocolatiers will 

probably roll their eyes, but to my fairly well-traveled taste, two of the world’s 
best artisan chocolate makers are right there in the middle of Middle America, 4500 miles or 
so from Paris but under three hours drive east from Topeka. 

I’ll start here with the most recent arrival to our Ann Arbor chocolate scene. Alan McClure 
from Patric is the second really good chocolate maker (Shawn Askinosie from Springfield is 
the first) we’ve added to our list from a state that’s far better known for . . . well, I’m not sure 
really what the Show-Me State is necessarily known for. Personally, Missouri makes me think 
of sorghum syrup, hickory smoked country ham and the Burger family’s smoked pork jowl 
(see Zingerman’s Guide to Better Bacon for more on that). But, whatever one’s sense of what’s 
made Missouri famous, I can safely say that cacao has never been high on anyone’s list. 
When I tell people that one of our most interesting new chocolates comes from Columbia, 
I totally understand when they all think I’m referring to the South American country—as in, 
Colombia—well known for its coffee and its mythical mountain man, Juan Valdez, not the 
college town that’s home to Missouri University and its mascot, Truman the Tiger.  

There’s a difference between a well-made artisan chocolate bar and “artisan chocolates” 
that look lovely and have great stories but that don’t actually taste all that great. Mind 
you, I appreciate the efforts of every small producer out there. Most all of the bars that 
I’m actually not that high on are being made by well meaning people who are doing all  
the “right” things but, sadly, they still don’t end up with great tasting chocolate even though 
they buy fair trade, organic beans and make dark chocolate wrapped in nice looking labels.  

There’s also a marked difference between the chocolate bars each of these guys makes. 
Shawn Askinosie uses three different cacao origins—Ecuador, Mexico and the Philippines—
and each has very different flavors (see my tasting notes below). In contrast, Alan buys 
from a single estate in the Sambirano Valley in Madagascar. “The whole thing,” he explained 
to me, “is to bring out the complexity of the cacao. I want people to taste cacao, to taste 
the different ways to roast, etc. The difference isn’t just about the percentages of cacao. 
My roast profile for each bar is different. The formulation of sugar to cacao is different 
in each bar. The complexity that’s inherent in the bean comes out because we’re using the 
one origin, but we’re able to show different flavors in each of the bars. I want to do what 
any great chef might do . . . someone skilled in preserving the natural qualities of the raw 
material and transform that in such a way that the tasting components of those are more 
obvious. It’s more about letting the cacao lead me and tell me where I need to go. And I feel 
like, to some extent, the chocolate is answering the question for me.”

One more difference to point out is that between different batches of the “same” bar. Shawn 
just sent me a note the other day to let me know that, “A few weeks ago we received a new 
crop of our Soconusco beans from Mexico that we’re really excited about. These beans seem 
to have a higher acidity on the finish, to balance a deep chocolate note. So there are higher 
highs and lower lows which we like.” 

At the moment, we’ve got four Missouri-made bars in from Mr. McLure. Duff Anderson, 
chocolate queen at the Deli, said,  “Patric is one of the brands that come closest to tasting 
like the raw material the bars are made from. That rawness,” she added, “is what’s most 
exciting to me about Patric.” Here’s the quick low down on each with four, with my holiday 
season tasting notes. 

67% – Dark chocolate with a very prominent flavor note that tastes like tart cherry. While 
it doesn’t totally take over it’s very definitely out front, almost mouth puckering in a way 
that, if you like that sort of thing, will likely lift this bar to near the top of your chocolate 
list. Duff said, “There is nothing subtle about this chocolate. It really wrestles with your 
tongue, but in a nice way.” Seriously, a bite of this bar is pretty much like cherry season for 
chocolate lovers. 

70% – Rounder in flavor than the 67%. Nice tannins (like in a red wine), and it’s still got 
some of that tart cherry thing going on, but to me it’s less pronounced so that you have to 
dig through deep layers of dark chocolate flavors to get to it. Nice long finish. 

75% – My favorite of the bunch, nicely chewy in texture but with the creamiest mouthfeel 
of the three. Nice crisp initial “snap” when you bite into it, delicious darkness to the flavor 
and a nice nuttiness (almonds maybe?). 

70% with Nibs – If you don’t know them already, the “nibs” are the bits of cacao nutmeat, 
fermented in the country of origin, then shipped out to chocolate makers like Mr. McClure, 
where it is cracked, husked, and toasted. By adding nibs to the bars, you bring a great 
textural crunch and a winy, not sweet, nuttiness to the chocolate eating experience. I should 
make note that Alan adds a LOT of the nibs, which I like. If you’re gonna go for the crunch 
and the flavor contrast, I say really go for it! 

Askinosie Chocolate 
About a hundred miles south and slightly west of Columbia, in 
Springfield, Shawn Askinosie and crew are also making really 
great bean to bar chocolates. I like every one of them—the 
crew and the bars, both. More importantly, I’ve liked them all 
consistently for a long time now. The latter point is important 
because like all hand made, artisan foods there are variations in flavor 
from once batch of bars to the next and makers who don’t have Shawn’s skills, tenacity, and 
commitment to actually delivering consistency, can easily end up with one batch being great 
and the next one a few months later maybe so-so at best. He’s working with growers in three 
very special regions—each about as far from Madagascar as you can get and very different 
in flavor as well. 

Soconusco, Mexico – The region so renowned for its cacao that the Aztecs went after 
it the way the world now works to gain control over oil rights. The bar’s got a nice dark, 
flavor bright, with a gentle liveliness on the tongue, a nice clean finish. A bit like a Bordeaux 
maybe with just a very pleasant touch of dryish tannin; it’s got a gentle toasted note to it 
that Vanessa Sly at the Deli very nicely described to me as being, “like the toasted stuff on 
the edge of the cake pan when you make chocolate cake.” 

SanJoseDelTombo,Ecuador– Last year this was by far my favorite of the three bars (but 
this year the other two have come up a notch and now). Tastes really rich to me, with a nice, 
big mouthfeel and lots of low notes. Lingers long on top of the tongue with, again, a touch of 
tastiness in the end, which reminds me of roasted cashews. 

Davao, Philippines – Davao is probably the most famous cacao producing part of the 
Philippines, which probably isn’t all that meaningful to folks who aren’t from there. What’s 
cool though is that, thanks to Shawn’s strong work, the Davao cacao (just realized that that 
rhymes) is being exported for the first time in over a quarter century. Distinctively dark, but 
not at all bitter, much like a really well made shot of espresso. The finish reminds me a bit 
of dried fruit, and, it sounds silly but I’m going to just go ahead and say it anyways, a bit of 
that deep dark sweetness you get from a really good prune, or as Duff pointed out, Concord 
grapes (which I totally love!). 

El Rustico – A year and change of working on this recipe with Shawn to craft a special 
chocolate bar just for us paid off with really flavorful results. Dark Soconusco cacao, more 
coarsely ground (closer to the old Mexican style), dosed with a generous bit of diced up 
whole vanilla bean. The latter is a technique I learned in the vanilla producing province of 
Papantla on Mexico’s east coast many years ago. Each bit of the bar gets you a dark dose of 
chocolate, a nice crystalline crunch of sugar left intact from the coarser grinding and then 
something that’s almost symphonic (sorry if that seems overstated but it’s sort of how I feel) 
from the vanilla. 

DavaoIvoryChocolatewithNibs–If like white chocolate, definitely try this. In fact, even 
if you don’t like white chocolate you should also definitely try this. Askinosie is one of 
the only two chocolate makers  that I know of (guess who the other one is—clue: he’s in 
Columbia, MO) that makes its own cocoa butter, which is the basis of white chocolate. (Most 
bigger producers use “deodorized” cocoa butter made elsewhere.) Shawn uses goat milk 
powder rather than the more typical choice, which would be of cow’s milk. Together, they 
bring far more nuance than most white chocolate would ever hope to have. In fact, we refer 
to this bar as Ivory Chocolate because that’s what it looks like. The deeper color is due to 
the higher levels of cocoa mass that Shawn leaves in the cocoa butter, adding depth to color 
and complexity. 

Two Reasons I’m Sweet On the Show Me State
Artisanal Chocolate from Missouri

continued from page 7
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Baguette –  
French Revolution Revived 
In order to help ourselves stay on top 
of our quality control we do a lot of 

tasting and scoring around here. I don’t 
give too many tens (top score), but as I 

sit down to write this morning, the Bakehouse 
French baguette in front of me is so superbly good, it got me to 
thinking I really should include it on this list so . . . here it is! 

How good was it? It was good enough that I ate half of the one I bought this morning even though 
I wasn’t really hungry. That’s what a “ten” is to me. It’s when eating something makes me want to 
call (or email) everyone who appreciates good food to share my enjoyment. 

So let’s see . . . there’s good news and bad news for the Bakehouse crew hitting a ten. Well . . . 
we’ll start with the bad news. The bad news is that with hand made foods like baguettes from the 
Bakehouse (or pretty much anything else we make or buy and then sell) hitting a ten is really not 
very common. We get a lot of nines. Plenty of eights. Both of which are very, very good and still 
hard to hit by our standards. There are a thousand factors that come into play on any day. While I 
can—and we do—guarantee that what you get will be really, really good, those incredible moments 
where you hit a ten—on a baguette, or I think anything in life—are just hard to come by. 

The good news is that, thanks to the relentless, never-ending efforts 
by Frank, Amy and everyone at the Bakehouse to improve our 
products, the baguettes have been better in the last six months 

than they’ve ever been. And the tens, while still hard to come 
by, are far more frequent than they ever used to be. The nines 

have become the norm. And that’s a pretty darned good thing 
because I don’t really give out nines all that nonchalantly 
either. Last spring I was sitting with Frank (Carollo, one of the 

two managing partners at the Bakehouse) and Frank says, “You know, 
I think it’s safe to say that in the middle of all this economic craziness, we’re pretty much the 
only bakery in the country that’s working on how to spend more on labor to go back to hand 
rolling baguettes.” I haven’t done any scientific sampling of America’s best bakeries, but I’m pretty 
confident he’s correct. I’m glad we were though because the results of the work to rewind the 
technological clock have raised the already-good baguettes to much higher levels.

While machines aren’t inherently evil or anything, we know that doing them all by hand, while 
more time consuming and hence more costly, is slightly but noticeably, better for the bread. 
The “crumb” retains just a bit more texture and little nuances of the flavor that are lost in the 
machine rolling, and it stays slightly more open (that’s a good thing!). Being the history major 
and something of alliteration addict (there, I did again), I’ve come to think of this as a French 
revolution revisited—it’s part of our constant push to take techniques and flavors closer to the 
way the best of the best would have tasted “back in the day.” 

So, what’s a “ten” baguette like? Well, start with the feel. The crust is substantial but not dry, 
not leathery, not too thick. It breaks, but it’s not so crisp as to be brittle and completely shatter 
(like a good croissant should). When you look at it, it’s going to have what we call a really nice 
hole structure—lots of big (for a baguette) holes so the bread looks like a big wild honeycomb. 
When you smell it there’s a really nice milkiness. There’s no milk in the bread, mind you, just 
this amazing aroma. When you taste it you’ll get a touch of sweetness (though no sugar is added). 
When you eat it you’ll get a really great creaminess, just the right amount of salt, sweet at the 
end, savory throughout. 

Baguettes aren’t really made to last. They’ve always been “city bread,” made to be eaten within 
a few hours of baking. I hope you’ll get to taste one of these some time soon, and I’d be glad to 
taste with you and appreciate the hand work that all the bakers have put into getting these to 
ever-higher levels. 

Almonds from Sicily
Almonds—like yellow mustard—might well be easy to take for 

granted. I’ve seen articles about baking with them but nothing about 
what makes better almonds better and you distinguish between 
one almond from the next. I’ll put myself squarely in the center of 

that ignoring-the-almond crowd, which is a bit embarrassing since, 
I knew there was a difference. I just hadn’t done a whole lot to learn 

about it. 

Well, I take that back. It’s not likely we’ve been operating in total almond ignorance. We’ve 
long been getting the very tasty Marcona almonds from Spain, which we sauté with good olive 
oil, ground cumin and sea salt to make one of the tastiest tapas around. You can get them at 
the Deli or in the mail at www.zingermans.com. The recipe is in Zingerman’s Guide to Good 
Eating. Whatever you do with almonds, there’s just no question that there’s a big difference 
between what we’re used to here and the European almonds. The latter simply seem to have 
less moisture and more flavor than what we generally get over here. (I write that knowing that 
someone is going to write to tell me that there are actually very good, old European varietal 
almonds being grown in the US and I’m excited to learn more about them.) 

Of late my almond awareness has shifted from Spain to Sicily thanks to the work of Francesco 
Padova. It was talking with Francesco and Frank (Carollo, managing partner from the 
Bakehouse whose father’s family, coincidentally, came here from Sicily two generations back) 
that finally got me clear on the basics of the almond world and what makes one different from 
the next. Francesco would know. His family, he told me, “. . . has been in the food business 
for . . . forever.” In a nutshell (sorry, couldn’t resist), the story is that while most all California 
almonds are soft-shelled, the best tasting, most intensely flavored almonds are more often 
than not of the hard shell varieties. And there are very few areas in which these difficult-to-
grow, but very tasty, hard-shelled almonds can still be found. One of them is the eastern part 
of Sicily where Francesco’s family’s farm is located. 

“In our area, 80% of products is still the hard shell. The difference is a ‘natural packaging,’” 
Francesco put forward with a smile. “The more impenetrable is the shell, the more protected 
is the seed,” he said. “Usually the shell determines the yield. The harder the shell the lower 

the yield. But also the higher the flavor.” How big is the yield gap? Big. “In 
California the yield is about 60 percent. On Sicily, the yield is 18 to 22.” That got 
my attention. A 1/3 yield starts to explain why the cost is so much higher. “The content of 
essential oils is different too,” he went on. “The softer the shell, the lower the oils. But oils 
bring flavor. So for baking when the oil is lower you get a less flaky pastry.” This all makes 
perfect sense now that Francesco has told me. 

The jewel in the Padova family’s almond crown is the varietal known as the pizzuta. “It’s 
the signature of my family’s district,” Francesco said with obvious pride. “It’s a very delicate 
tree. It’s afraid of cold so it grows naturally near to the coast. You will never find the pizzuta 
tree far from the sea. It’s the most noble almond, the richest in vitamins and essential oils 
and the flavor is milky.” All this was born out in tasting. The almonds really are exceptional. 
I will pretty safely say that the flavor is inversely related to the yields; while yields are three 
times higher in California, the flavor of the pizzutas from Sicily is a solid three times more 
interesting. Four days of sun drying (in the shell) intensifies their flavor and reduces their 
weight further still. 

Tasting the Padova family’s pizzutas made me realize what the people who make commercial 
almond extract (which I have never actually liked at all) were going after when they “invented” 
it. It’s an effort to replicate the unique, almost bitter and not-quite-sweet subtleties of these 
hard-shelled almonds. The flavor components that I don’t like about almond extract are 
actually present in the pizzuta as well, but here they’re outstanding, not off-putting. In the 
pizzuta, the flavors are simply softer, more sensual, more rounded, more harmonious. 

Down the road, I’m sure we’ll be working on some special Sicilian almond pastries out at the 
Bakehouse, but in the moment the main thing is that we’ve got these almonds on hand so that 
you can have them in hand. So, while it’s safe to say that a small bowl of almonds isn’t going 
to alter the balance of the universe, nor fix up the economy, they are really quite darned 
delicious, a gift of great culinary value to anyone in your life who’s kind of nuts over nuts in 
particular, traditional foods and great, unique, authentic flavors. 

Top Secret Arrival:  
Allure Vinegars from 
California

It takes a lot for a vinegar to get my attention these days. We 
have so many good ones that it’s not like we’re out there looking for more. But these 
guys . . . I don’t know how they snuck up on me. I think I failed to actually taste 
them for the first few weeks they were at the Deli—my mistake, both personally and 
professionally. Because when I did get around to proper tasting I discovered that 
these are some seriously good vinegars, and not at all the sort of thing that a vinegar 
lover like me would want to miss. 

The fact that they snuck up on me so stealthily maybe isn’t a surprise since the man 
behind these vinegars, Alex Alexiev, is an international expert in counter terrorism 
and covert operations. 

The back story of Allure is really one of coincidence, and then conscious effort 
to craft something special. Born in Bulgaria, Alex has been in the States for about 
forty years now. Food and wine is really his hobby. “It was actually a fluke,” Alex 
explained. “We planted olive trees but we also have about two acres of grape vines 
to make wine for ourselves. And one day, I think it was maybe like six years ago, I 
had left a half a bottle of Syrah I had made open in the big wine room. It was there 
for like two years. I found it and tasted it [you know the guy’s got guts from all his 
counterterrorist work, so I guess it shouldn’t be all that shocking if he tasted a wine 
that’d been open two years]. “And, you know, it was absolutely fantastic vinegar. So I 
said to myself that I should start trying to make vinegar. I knew a little bit. I had been 
to Orleans and in Paris and I knew Balsamico. The first batch that I made was very 
good. And now it’s a very good small production.”

I think that Alex’s assessment is accurate. The Allure stuff is indeed (ok, I’ll say it) 
alluringly, good. I’ve been using it regularly at home for many months now, and, as 
I said a few paragraphs back, that’s no mean feat given how many good vinegars I 
already have on hand. It’s really no shock that the Allure vinegars are as good as 
they are. Alex is doing all things one should be doing to make great vinegar and it’s 
working really well. Growing good wine grapes and making the wine well to begin 
with, he ages the wines for a year in wood before doing the natural conversion to 
change the wine into vinegar. He’s using the old Orleans method that all the good 
vinegars are still made with. Then aging that in oak barrels for at least another year. 

Although Alex is who I spoke with the first time I called out to Allure, his wife Laurie is 
an equally important part of the business. From what I know of effective partnerships 
(and I’ve been fortunate to have a lot of really good partners over the years), even 
without having met her, I’m guessing that they compliment each other nicely. See her 
write up on their website (www.allureestates.com) for more of her story. 

We’re getting a series of vinegars from Alex and Laurie all of which are worth trying. 
We have them all open at the Deli so stop by and ask for sip when you have six or 
seven minutes to spare. Varietal Syrah, Cabernet and Grenache. The latter are made 
with very good fruit juices that he found in Slovenia. Not sugar is added—just the 
crushed fruit—so the vinegars aren’t overly sweet or the slightest bit cloying (as so 
many fruit vinegars can be). Cheers to Alex, Laurie and their family for making the 
Allure vinegars available to all of us here in Ann Arbor. 
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Poivre d’Or Jams  
from Mauritius

Up until a few months ago I can safely say that I knew very 
little about Mauritius, but I know myself well enough to know 
that I’m en route to really learning a whole lot more, and, if 
I’m lucky, actually making my way there to visit Pascale and 

Arnaud Dalais, the people who started Poivre d’Or a few years 
ago. I might qualify to be an honorary Mauritian (which for my 

own silly smiling purposes I like to mispronounce as “Martian”) just for 
knowing that it was an island in the Indian Ocean, off the east coast of Africa. I’ve 
known too, as many of you here do as well, that it’s a big producer of really good 
sugar, that we buy, bake and cook with a lot. The Muscovado brown sugar is what we 
use in the Bakehouse’s really great and super popular (for good reason, I think) pecan 
pie, the Ginger Jump Up cookies, and about 35 other things AND the Demerara sugar 
is in all the gelato. It’s very special stuff. I knew too that Mauritius was once a French 
colony, but that’s really about it. And we retail the Demerara and dark Muscovado 
sugars as well—if you haven’t yet tried them in your baking, I really recommend 
picking some up for the holidays. You can most definitely taste the difference. If you 
like really big flavors, the dark Muscovado makes for pretty marvelous fruit cakes and  
spice cookies. 

Living as we do in 2009 with easy Internet it only takes about two and a half minutes 
to become something of an expert on Mauritius, at least by the standards of the 
average American. Having done it, I’ll save you the trouble by telling you that the 
island is a bit over 500 square miles in size, that the country is actually composed 
of four islands, and it’s near the island of Reunion (I’ve always loved that name). 
Mauritius, it turns out, is moderately famous in the food world for its vanilla, and for 
being the home of the dodo bird, which Europeans famously killed off in the early 
decades of the 20th century. Like so many spots in the area it’s had landings and 
influence from all sorts of conquerors including Arabs, Portuguese, Dutch and, most 
prominently, in more modern times, the French. The latter built the sugar industry. 
There are about 1.2 million people who live in the islands, and they speak primarily 
French, though, as Pascale told me, they speak “with a lot of English words and a lot 
of words taken from native languages too.”

The Poivre d’Or story is that of Arnaud and Pascale Dalais. They are very proud of 
their people, their culture and, in particular, their food. With that in mind, they set 
out to create a company that could carry the exceptional flavors from Mauritius out 
to the world. Based on everything I’ve tasted they’ve succeeded in spades. Literally 
every product is pretty exceptional and actually most are even better than that.  

While Poivre d’Or was formally founded nine years ago, I think it’s about two years 
ago now that I stumbled on this stuff at the Fancy Food show. I’d never heard of it 
and I definitely wasn’t looking for it; neither Mauritius nor one more line of jams 
was very high on my list of foods to find at the show. Walking down some otherwise 
innocuous aisle full of stuff like spiced popcorn, salsas and smoked cheddars, not 
my eye was caught by the great graphics on the Poivre d’Or labels. I slowed down to 
scope a bit and notice that the product was actually from Mauritius, which, needless 
to say, isn’t something you see every day of the week. The fact that someone actually 
had products form Mauritius other than sugar got me excited. I stopped to taste, 
knowing not in the least whether it was going to be any good (if you haven’t been, 
these trade shows are, unfortunately, loaded with products that sport lovely labels 
but have at best only so-so stuff inside. In this case though the product was even 
better than the already really good presentation. I was pretty darned taken with it 
from the first time I tried it. And, in truth, I’m actually ever more impressed the more 
often I try it. 

I don’t say that lightly. I’ve tried a lot of jams and jellies over the years, and we’ve 
got some very good ones on hand right now from American Spoon Foods up north in 
Petoskey, Agrimontana in Italy, June Taylor in the East Bay, Robert Lambert in Marin, 
and most recently from the Mahjoubs in Tunisia. Nevertheless, these caught me 
because they just taste really terrific. An they don’t taste like anything else I’ve tried. 
The former I credit to the skill of the folks who make ‘em. The latter to the climate, 
growing and quality of the Mauritian fruit. Based on how the stuff tastes, both are 
pretty exceptional. I hope it doesn’t sound too sunnily cliched but eating these is like 
laying on the beach on a tropical, lush Indian Ocean island. 

Mango Jam 
Made with a mango variety known as Maison Rouge that has a really big, bright, 
lively flavor. It’s almost orangey in the background, but there’s nothing in there but 
mangos and sugar. Clearly it would be good on yogurt, toast, on vanilla gelato, or just 
as is on a spoon. Very nice on a grilled chicken sandwich if you like blending sweet  
and savory. 

Spicy Pineapple Preserves 

Probably my favorite of the four. The Victoria pineapples that this is made from are 
quite famous in Mauritius, which could explain why I’ve never heard of them (well, 
seriously, “famous” in Mauritius doesn’t necessarily equate to “almost appearing on 
Broadway.”) Anyways, I’ve never eaten one in a fresh state, but I really want to right 
now. Pascale was very excited about them when she gave me the background. From 
what I know the Victoria’s are small, and more importantly, super fragrant and very 
flavorful. Given that there’s really nothing in the jam but pineapple and sugar and 
a bit of red chile that would seem likely to be the case ‘cause this stuff sure does 
taste good. I can’t say I’m going to be doing it at home this week, but according to 
Pascale, this preserve is “popular with the chefs who use it with foie gras“ and that 
does sound like it would work really well—something to give some thought to for a 
special holiday event. Personally, I think it would be good to spread it on some toast 
along with a bit of Creamery cream cheese. It’s very nice on a small sandwich with a 
few small pieces of Arkansas Peppered ham as well. 

Pineapple Vanilla Preserves 

Softer, rounder, more sensual still, than the above-mentioned spicy version, the 
vanilla in these comes from the island of Reunion and is very appealingly perfumed. 
Kind of like eating pineapple upside down cake. This one is very good on toasted 
Sicilian Sesame semolina. I put a bit of olive oil on the hot bread first, which may 
sound slightly strange but is actually really great. Strikes me that it’s be good with 
aged sheep’s milk cheeses, like the ones we’ve been getting from France, Tuscany 
and Vermont. 

Banana Jam
Mauritian bananas are apparently quite renowned and if this stuff is any indication, I 
can see why. Corinna Parker, who works at the Deli and generously volunteered her 
time to coordinate and lead the West Side Farmer’s Market this past summer, said 
something like, “The banana jam is just. . .Wow! It tastes like . . . bananas which is 
exactly what you want.” I concur with Corinna. It’s exceptionally good, and . . . well, 
banana jam isn’t something I usually wake up wondering about, but having had this 
I’ve been starting to think of ways to work it into my eating routines. Corinna and I 
tried this one on toasted farm bread brushed while hot with a bit of LeBlanc walnut 
oil and then topped with a bit of the jam, which made for a really great combo. And, 
it’s got to make one of the most terrific, tropically oriented peanut butter and jelly 
sandwiches around, with or without the addition of sliced fresh bananas. 

As I’ve probably already said too many times, the flavors on all four of these are 
super lush, big, soft, sensual, long lasting, terrific. Or, I’m sure, with any version of 
yogurt or fromage franc. Check it out and let me know what you discover. Enjoy and 
give some thought to making Mauritius one of the spots you aspire to travel to in the 
next ten years! 

The Top 28 Foods of 2009 w/ Ari
Tuesday, December 1st • 7pm
$30 advance/$35 at the door
Popular perennials. Obscure oddities. New foods we’ve 
brought in. Old ones that hit the big time. Our best (and 
worst) kept secrets. Wrap up 2009 with Ari to taste and 
hear the stories of the best foods of the year.

Zingerman’s Pre-Holiday Planning Party
Wednesday, December 9th • 4-7PM   
This event is free!
An event to showcase all our favorite food gifts - from classics to curiosities. From 
$500 to $5. For loved ones or colleagues. So, stop on by, talk a little, taste a little. If 
you find something you like, we’ll even wrap it up for you. Get a head start on your 
holiday shopping with us!

holiday events
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Spiced Pecans 
A winter tradition at the Deli
Each year when the leaves start to turn, we order a truck-full of whole, 
American-grown pecans, big blocks of butter and bags of fresh spices 
in preparation for our favorite winter tradition: Spiced Pecans! We 
toast and spice the nuts right here at the Deli, perfuming the entire 
neighborhood for several days with the smell of caramelized butter, 
rich pecans, cinnamon, pepper, allspice, ginger, and cloves. 

November: Welcome Hot Mustard!
The second most beloved spice in the world (after salt) is mustard, and nobody loves 
mustard like Zingerman’s Deli. That’s why we are so excited to welcome a new mustard 
to the Deli family: Hot mustard! Flavorful and warm without the burn, if this mustard 
were a vehicle it would be a Harley Davidson – ‘vroom vroom’ in your mouth!

We’re featuring the new hot mustard on four great sandwiches and our fried knish – 
for now and forevermore. Try them all!

#46 – Stan’s Canadian Hotfoot

#67 – Jon & Amy’s double dip

#101 – Joey S. The Great

#00 – D-$’s Cuban Conundrum

Fried Knish (comes with a 2 oz side)

December: ‘C’mon Feel the Smeat’  
by Quiet Wyatt
 Is it getting hot in here? C’mon feel the heat this month with our smoky/spicy spin 
on the perfect turkey sandwich. We start with roasted turkey and jazz it up with three 
of our favorite, mouth-tingling ingredients: Montreal-style smoked meat, hand-sliced 
smoked mozzarella and hot mustard. Topped with a juicy tomato and finished on the 

grill, this sandwich will help take the chill off December. $13.50

Holiday Blend!
20O9

Our annual holiday blend has become our 
most popular coffee both for our guests and 

staff. We'll bring it out again in mid-November 
and once it's gone, it's gone. As this goes to print, 
we're fine tuning the blend. It is shaping up to be 

super fruity with a good percentage of a natural 
processed Sumatran.  This very unusual coffee is 

cupping with flavors of strawberry jam, lavender 
and toasted bread (seriously!). Stop by the Deli 
Next Door, Bakehouse, and Roadhouse to enjoy 
this annual tradition!

Zingerman's Coffee has joined the southside businesses on a 'manufacturer's row’ 
that we’re calling Zingerman’s Southside where we make candy, bread, pastries, 
cheese, gelato and now, roast small batches of hard-to-find, full flavored coffees from 
around the world. With the roaster in place, we're setting up a coffee shop where 
we'll serve a full range of barista drinks and specialize in different ways to brew 
our favorite beverage. Press pot, pour-overs, and more. We'll also conduct cuppings 
and teach classes and sell our beans and our favorite coffee making gear. Check  
www.zingermanscoffee.com for news!

Retail coffee shop coming soon!
Check www.zingermanscoffee.com for details

Zingerman’s Coffee Company joins the 
Bakehouse, Creamery, and Candy  
Manufactory on Plaza Drive  

We'vE  
Moved!
to 3723 Plaza Drive

of the month
Sandwich

Drink  
responsibly.

Next Door Drink of the Month
November:
Athreewaychai!
Our chai is a special blend of organic black tea and traditional Indian Masala spices 
like cardomom, ginger, clove, cinnimon, and black pepper. We brew it  in our kitchen 
with demarra sugar and serve it three ways in our café: ChaiLatte: Our homemade chai 
steamed with your favorite milk; ChaiTea: A chai tea-bag steeped in water (you sweeten 
to taste!); and our Next Door exclusive, the not- to- sweet ChaiSpicedCider: Half chai, 
half apple cider steamed to serve.

ChaiLatte—$4.25/$5.25

ChaiTea—$2.25

ChaiSpicedCider—$4.25/$5.25

December:
PeppermintMocha
Our classic mocha—Calder Dairy milk, our homemade 
Scharffen Berger chocolate syrup and great Zingerman's 
espresso—with a splash of frosty peppermint syrup. 
Topped with your choice of vanilla whipped cream or 
a giant marshmallow.

Short:$3.75
Tall:$4.50
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Harnois & Son Farm Turkey Breast
Pastured poultry from John Harnois' farm in Washtenaw 
County. Each bird will be personally selected by Deli Chef 
Rodger and John Harnois. Butter-basted and sage-rubbed 
bone-in turkey breast, roasted to perfection and ready for 
your Thanksgiving table.  Includes reheat instructions.

Wholebreastis6-8lbs.
(serves8to10)/$100

Halfbreastis4-6lbs./$65

Complete Thanksgiving Feast
We've put together a complete feast for your guests 
to gobble! It includes our butter-basted & sage-rubbed 
bone-in turkey breast, mashed potatoes, homestyle gravy, 
cranberry sauce, sage & celery stuffing, Thanksgiving wild 
rice, maple syrup sweet potatoes, Zingerman's Bakehouse 
Farm bread along with fresh Vermont butter, plenty of 
our amazing spiced pecans for snacking and Bakehouse 
Pilgrim Pumpkin Pie for dessert. 

$165/generouslyfeeds4(leftovers,too!)

Check out our entire  
holiday menu at  

www.zingermanscatering.com  
or call 734.663.3400.

A CheEse lovErS dReam date!
Grafton Cheddar Cheese Tasting with Deli Cheese Guy Carlos Souffront  
and Grafton Cheese Maker Rick Woods November 11 • 7-9pm

We’ve been hand-selecting and offering superlative batches of Grafton Village’s award-winning cheddar for years.  We felt 
that it was time to bring them out to the Deli for a special tasting of the entire Zingerman’s line! Cheese Maker Rick Woods 
will talk about the art and science of traditional cheddar cheese making, we’ll taste plenty of cheddar, and share some of 
our favorite Grafton Cheddar recipes. Not to be missed!

Our Saturday/Sunday brunch has been so popular people ask "why not do this every day?" So, that's exactly what we're 
doing. Customer favorites like TheRoadhouseAmericanBreakfast (Two eggs scrambled with red and green peppers and 
topped with 2-year Vermont cheddar. Served with handmade country sausage and breakfast potatoes), Biscuits&Gravy 
(Broadbent sausage gravy served with buttermilk biscuits and scrambled eggs) and GrilladesandGrits (Pan-fried Niman 
Ranch steak smothered in rich gravy with Anson Mills grits, topped with Vermont cheddar) are served alongside great bread 
and pastries from the Bakehouse and freshly-roasted coffee from Zingerman's Coffee Company. 

is Open for  
WeEkdAy BreakfAst!
7 to 11 am, Monday - Friday 

Learn to Make Fresh Mozzarella!
This two-hour class will show you how to make mozzarella from curd and from fresh milk. We’ll also show you how to make 
two traditional Italian mozzarella specialties: Burrata and Mozzarella & Myrtle. You’ll leave class with the confidence and 
know-how to make mozzarella in your own kitchen. (We also have curd available for sale in our shop). 

Saturdaysfrom12-2pm•NovembertoMay
Reservationsrequired
AllclassesatZingerman’sCreamery
call734.929.0500toreserveyourspot!
$45perpersonifbookedbeforethedayoftheclass
$50tobookondayofclass

2009 

Holiday Menu
The No-Stress Solution for Your Holiday Celebration
We’ve got a great menu of full-flavored food for office parties 

and family get-togethers this season including…

ThanksGIving 
menu

Available November 23-25. View the full Deli Thanksgiving menu at
www.zingermansdeli.com. Call ahead for pickup: 734.663.3354

Emma's Remarkable Party To Go
We've gathered our favorites: two types of savory Italian 
salami with brown mustard, two hand-selected artisan 
cheeses with slices of Bakehouse French baguette, Edward's 
peanuts, our housemade hummus and crisps, plump grapes 
and juicy strawberries, and, for a sweet finish, an assort-
ment of Bakehouse Brownies including Buenos Aires, Pecan 
Blondies and Black Magic. So, grab a bottle of red wine and 
give your friends a call! 

smaller$125/servesupto10
medium$240/servesupto20
smaller$345/servesupto30

Allison’s Hand-crafted American  
Cheese Basket
We take great pride in introducing truly exceptional che-
ses handcrafted by cheese artisans in America. We offer 
them first and foremost because they are extraordinarily 
delicious, selected according to season to be at their 
peak in flavor. Share these wonders with your friends 
and celebrate a new American cheese revolution! This 
assortment includes and American gouda, cheddar, blue 
and soft cheese served with slices of Bakehouse baguette 
and crisps. 

smaller$90/servesupto10
medium$175/servesupto20
smaller$250/servesupto30

Terra’s Transcendent Coffee Bar
A delicious ending for your party. Our very own fresh 
roasted Zingerman’s Coffee Company coffee accompanied 
by Calder Dairy whipped cream, chocolate shavings, vanilla 
syrup and housemade Scharffen Berger chocolate syrup.

smaller12cups/96oz.•$70
medium32cups/2gal.•$120
bigger48cups/3gal.•$165

Hire a Barista!
Ask about hiring one of our expert baristas for 

made-to-order espresso drinks at your next event. 

Go to www.zingermansroadhouse.com for the full menu and call ahead to order at 734.663.3663

Pre-Order from the Holiday Menu 48 Hours in advance, and we’ll have your feast ready,  
complete with re-heating instructions! Pre-orders Available November 15-December 31   

Our menu features Turkey, Beef and Ham and a way-too-big list of sides to fit here. Choose the  

Coffee Spice Rubbed Turkey, touted by Esquire as "the greatest turkey recipe in the history of Thanksgiving,"  

or go for the holiday gold with the Family Feast featuring:

Holiday MeALs  
tO go!

• Whole Free Range Turkey
• Roadhouse Mashed Potatoes
• Traditional Roadhouse Turkey Gravy
• Really Fresh Cranberry Relish

• Green Bean Casserole
• Stuffing
• Mark’s Stuffed Delicata Squash
• Roadhouse Bread
• Bakehouse Pilgrim Pumpkin Pie
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Pecan Pie 
These pies continue to draw raves from places as far 
afield as Paris and Pennsylvania. We’ve been buying 
these exceptionally buttery creamy-textured pecans from 
the same folks for over a decade now, and, having taste-
tested dozens of others, we keep coming back to these. 
When you add in lots of real vanilla and dark brown natu-
ral Muscovado—the real traditional brown sugar—you’ve 
got one pretty darned good pecan pie. (Commercial 
brown sugar is made by refining the sugar all the way 
down to white, taking out all of its natural molasses, then  
adding just enough back to give a touch of color and a 
hint of flavor. Traditionally made brown sugar leaves much 
of the natural molasses intact and it adds enormous flavor 
to anything you use it in.)

Pumpkin Pie
Pumpkins are a native, North American squash that was 
widely eaten here long before Europeans arrived and 
food historians speculate that the “original” pumpkin 
“pies” were actually baked in hollowed out pumpkin 
shells, since wheat (for making crusts) was hard to come 
by in the early years of settlement. Ours come in the 
more familiar, but particularly flavorful, all-butter crusts 
and are filled with creamy pumpkin and spiced with 
Indonesian cinnamon, ginger and cloves.

CranberRy-Walnut Pie
This one’s become one of our most popular pies ever. 
These are fresh cranberries from northern Wisconsin, 
mixed with walnuts, sweet butter and real vanilla. The 
contrasting red of the cranberries and the autumn browns 
of the toasted walnuts mean that it’s particularly hand-
some on a well-dressed holiday table, but I have to admit, 
it tastes just as good off of paper plates too. 

ChocOlate ChESs Pie 
One of the most popular desserts (when we put this pie on 
“vacation” for the summer I thought some of our custom-
ers were going to kill us). Happily it’s back. If you haven’t 
had it yet, Chess Pie is a Southern tradition; this version 
is souped up with 99% cacao baking chocolate from 
Scharffen Berger, America’s premier chocolate maker. 
Basically, this pie is like a really rich chocolate custard 
baked into a pie shell. Top it off with some whipped 
cream, eat, and enjoy! 

olD SchOol ApPle pie
Made with real, non-hydrogenated lard, this pie's crust 
literally melts around the apples giving the pie a “rolling 
hills” appearance that we often see in drawings depicting 
apple pies. In honor of traditional apple pie, we kept the 
filling completely simple: a little butter, a little Indonesian 
cinnamon, a smidge of nutmeg and some sugar. We actu-
ally almost named it Back to Basics Apple Pie. If you'd 
like to try something very traditional, at one time totally 
mundane, but now tough to find… drop in for a taste! We 
hope you'll like it as much as we do.

what's bakin' at 
Bakehouse Holiday Treats

Buche de Noel
Our version of the traditional French holiday 
dessert: a light vanilla chiffon cake frosted 
with walnut rum butter cream, rolled up and 
covered in chocolate butter cream. It’s deco-
rated with hand-made edible sugar mushrooms, 
holly and freshly fallen sugar snow. Each log 

serves 8-12 so it’s plenty for a good-sized 
holiday party and it keeps long enough that 

you can enjoy for a few days after a small 
family gathering. Either way it’s a great center-

piece for a holiday table and fun to decorate 
with edible treats of your own. 

StolLen
If you aren’t familiar with it, stollen is a traditional German holiday cake. Ours is made 
with an incredible array of ingredients including sweet butter, Bacardi® rum, lemons, 

oranges, Michigan dried cherries, citron, currants, almonds, sultanas, real vanilla and 
more. (I should mention that we don’t use any of the diglycerides that you’ll find in most com-

mercial stollens and coffee cakes—they’re in there only to keep those cakes “moist” but end up 
making them gummy and sticky.)

PanetTone
Made the old-fashioned way (without 
use of commercial yeast), it’s leav-
ened with a natural starter that 
takes over 20 hours from start to 
finish. Unlike the industrial ver-
sions, there are no diglycerides, 
(which are what keep them “fresh” 
for six months after they’ve been 
baked.) After they come out of the 
oven they have to be hung upside 
down to keep cool, a technique that 
keeps the rather rich dough from 
sinking into itself. 

The panettone is studded with Red Flame 
raisins from the West Coast, candied orange 
and lemon peel that we bring over from Italy. There’s 
plenty of our usual pastry ingredients too—sweet 
cream butter, lots of vanilla bean (half a bean per  
panettone), honey, toasted almonds, fresh egg yolks 
and a hint of cocoa powder on top. Because they’re 
so labor intensive we only make so many each year so 
you might want to order ahead. 

fuL l-FLavored piEs  
tO bRIng To the PArTy

available in 
December

Black Olive Farm Bread
11/6 & 11/7
Crusty loaf our signature farm bread with savory marinated 
greek olives mixed in. A great instant appetizer. If there’s 
any left turn it into bread crumbs for tasty twist on eggplant 
parmesan. 

Potato Dill Sourdough
11/13 & 11/14
Roasted potatoes, fresh dill and scallions mixed up in a round 
of our chewy tangy sourdough. Great on a tuna melt or toasted 
with cream cheese. 

Boston Brown Bread
11/211 & 12/12
When is a bread not really a bread at all? When it’s Boston 
Brown Bread! Sweet and rich with deep complex flavor from 
an ingredient list that reads like a guide to great baking: molas-
ses, real butter, fresh eggs, local sour cream, muscovado brown 
sugar, red flame raisins, wheat, rye and organic cornmeal. 

Peppered Bacon Farm Bread
11/27 & 11/28
Everything is better with bacon right? Check out Nueske’s 
applewood smoked bacon and black pepper in a crusty loaf 
of our signature farm bread.

Parker House Rolls
12/4 & 12/5
Developed over a century ago at the Parker House, the same 
hotel that created Boston Cream Pie, this is a soft dinner roll, 
brushed twice with butter. Ideal along side soups or salad.

Call ahead to order your special loaves from: 
Bakeshop—3711 Plaza Dr. • 761.2095
Deli—422 Detroit St. • 663.DELI (3354)

Roadshow —2501 Jackson Rd • 929.0332

Cranberry Pecan Bread—Available 
EVERY DAY in November & December
When we sample it, there's a phenomenon of custom-
ers who grab a piece as they're leaving and come 
back a few minutes later asking "what did i just eat? 
that's amazing!" This bread is 
a magic combination of our  
San Francisco Sourdough, 
toasty pecans, and dried  
New England cranberries. 

Of all the culinary communication challenges I’ve taken on 
in the last twenty years, I think getting across just how big the 
differences are in the quality of pies has been one of 
the toughest. For folks who grew up with truly great pie, it’s no  
problem. But there are a lot more people like me whose dominant pie 
experience was with store-bought or restaurant served stuff. And (as 
with mass market grits, for instance) eating that pie provokes all sorts of 
deeply-felt emotion; but the truth is it just doesn’t taste very good. Part 
of the problem, I’ve come to believe, is that there are so many low-end 
pies out there that satisfy the sweet tooth at a sort of superficial level. 
They don’t taste bad or anything. But they don’t have the great, full, long-
lasting flavors that make great pie great. 

At the Bakehouse we’re working to make truly top-notch pies with the 
best ingredients we can get, keeping the sugar to a minimum, avoiding 
unneeded fillers and other cost cutting shortcuts. Served at room tem-
perature or slightly warmed I think that the fullness of flavor and the 
complexity from the vanilla, spices, butter, et al is really pretty great. 


